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"TWINS" WINS. QUINN'S PINS

Portland's FREE
news and arts weekly

hristmas is here.
For some, it is the
high point of the r
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HOLY MACKEREL!

THE
SOLAR
SYSTEM

This calendar, which has
become widely known as
the Stendig Calendar,
was designed in 1967
by Massimo Vignelli.
Since 1967, the
calendar design
has been
represented
in The Design
Collection of
The Museum of
Modern Art,

No bidders from the private
sectornibbled at the financially
floundering Portland Fish Exchange, so City Manager Robert
Ganley has suggested a plan to
reorganize it.
The City Council praised the
plan, but nonetheless postponed acting on it until next
year - although they did promise to fund the auction until
then.
The auction has lost money
steadily since opening in early
1986, and was nearly closed
down when it went broke this
October. The city pitched
$50,000 into a $100,000 pot to
keep the doors open. That
money will soon be gone.
Ganley's new plan for saving the auction calls for more
money,less politics, and a comprehensive approach.
Part of the rescue requir-es
freeing it from the political tides
of the City Council. Ganley calls

$24

New York.

mail orders
add $3
postage & handling

$28.95
mail order
add $3
postage
&handling

M- E T It
Join one offantasy
fiction's most popular
warriorlheroes as he
tries to get back
to his own future.
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shard art pins $35 ea.
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28 Exchange Streel. Portland Maine 04101· (207) 774·7500

WNCH? THE BIRD
IS THE WORD.

Karla Bonoffwill be there. So
wiUJohnny Copeland, tbe Texas
lWister. And AfrIca's pop king,
Sonny Okosuns wouldn't miss it.
liS lbe beginning of a whole new year.
And New Yearsll\lrtiand is !he perfcel
way 10 celebrate. There'Ube eighty·
nine exciting evenlS, Slarling allwo
pm on December 31st and ending wiI\1
fireworks 10 I\I!lcome '89. There'U also
be over 7.500 additional sealS Ihis

year, to offer more room for more fun
Ihan ever!
One button is your ticket to
eighty-nine events I
• AdullS, 17.50 in advance. S9.00 on
December 31. Kids and seniors. HOO.
• BullOnS available Dec. 16m al moSI
Shop 'n Save SUpermarkelS, One Cily
Cenler, and fur\land Wine and Oleese.

Next lunchtime, don't stay Then try our teriyaki
cooped up in NUC~offi!!ce.!!!!!!!!!!!!!chi!!!!·ckJ~en~or barbecue
fly to Cadillac .-;
chicken
JaCk's fur a
.
sandwiches.
juicy, grilled
You'U agree
chicken
that at O!diIlac
sandwich:
Jack's, the
Really want
bird is the
tofty?
word

Got a great plan for Greater
Portland? Vision 2000 would
like to hear from you. A group
of people representing governments, businesses, and social
causes, Vision 2000 has formed
seven task forces to build parts
of acomprehensive plan for the
area's future.
Vision 2000 was formed in
1987 by officials and businesspeople from Greater Portland towns. The group works
on problems of growth and
quality of life. Executive Director William Richards said the
task forces are looking for more
public participation. "They
(task forces) have some places
to start, but it's really up to
them to make it their own,"
said Richards.
Pick your task force and
contact Vision 2000: Choosing
Patters of Living (where to live,
where to work, how to get
there); Creating Economic
Opportunity and Equity; Helping Each Other (human and
health service issues); Preserving Our Environment (natural
and built environments); Nurturing the Human Spirit (attitudes and outlooks - arts,
safety, recreation); Paying for a
Vision (how to do all this);
Building Our Capacity to·
Change (developing responsive government and community). The task forces are expected to be finished with their
projects by the end of 1989.
-Hann~

Holmes

NEWS OF THE WEIRD

• Rlr VISA or MasIerCard orders or
infonnation, call 772-9012.

New _ . Sj>OOlOre<I by

THE EXPRESS

_1E9i1i!jti1i'i7!:.~ ... _

~~-

t!Ji/kc9acl~
A Good Place to Eat
442 Fore Street In Portland's Old Port. 774-7466

-Everton Reed was sentenced for drug possession in
Februarystemmingfroma 1987
incident at the Raleigh/Durham Airport. Police had staked
out the luggage carousel, ready
to arrest Reed when he claimed
his bag, but he got suspicious,
grabbed another bag at random
off the carousel, and tried to
exit. Police stopped him and
searched the stolen suitcase,
which happened to contain a
bag of marijuana.
- Chuck Shepard/AlierNet

See ~8 New Years Portland schedule on page 20.

for an additional level of management, to be dubbed the Fish
Pier Authority. This new entity
would take over the council's
policy-making · and financial
roles for the whole pier. It
would lease the auction building to the Fish Exchange board.
It would draw four of its members from the Fish Exchange
board, another tenant of the
pier, the council, and the state
government. The city's waterfront director, Tom Valleau,
would be the fifth. He would
also be responsible for the daily
management of the Fish Pier.
Currently, the 10-personFish
Exchange board oversees the
auctionand reports to the counciL That board would be chiseled to seven people, and would
report to the new Pier Authority, who would report to the
council.
The Fish Pier Authority
would be helped out by the

Greater Portland Public Development Commission, which
would lease pier space from
Portland and market it to new
tenants.
Ganley's plan rides on the
philosophy that the auction is
just one piece of the fishing
industry picture, and that piece
can't stand alone. He would
like to see the auction tied more
intimately to the rest of the fish
pier. While the other tenants of
the pier - fish brokers, ice and
fuel dealers, etc. - are dependent on the auction for fish, there
is no mechanism by which they
lend support to the auction.
Ganley's plan calls for a financial merging of the Exchange,
which can't afford to pay rent,
with the new Pier Authority,
w}lich would collect rents from
the other tenants. The fish pier's
profits and the auction's losses
would balance each other out.
The plan asks the city to

throw in money. A $50,000 to
$200,OOO-a-yearsubsidy should
be counted on annually,'-,d1l1",V
said, until the fish pier
support the Exchange. To pay
off old debts, and give the Exchange a fresh start, Ganley
recommends spending another
$508,000. He said the city
should write off $233,000 in
back rent from the auction.
Another$125,OOOwould be put
in for working capital. A transitional subsidy of $150,000 will
be needed to see the auction
through six months ofreorganization.
As well as getting smiles from
thecounciloI'S, theplanhas been
endorsed by the Waterfront
Director Tom Valleau and by
Auction Manager Leo Hurtubise. Although Hurtubise is
qUitting as of Dec. 31, he's relieved that the plan acknowledges the cornerstone quality
of the auction.
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Vision 2000
wants ideas
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"FISH PIER AUTHORITY!"

Ganley plan would link fish pier and auction
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If Governor John McKernan
had his way, Portland W~d

f
>
VIEWS

be recycling 25 percent of s
trash within the next five year
The governor has produced, on
four pages of unrecycled paper, a statewide plan for mandatory recycling.
An unofficial draft of the
l;(~:)f
McKernan plan has been reported to caIl for busines~es to Great
~tif'tqi~
'"-;;*%:<-.. .
phase-in the recycling of office
paper between 1991 and 1993, expectations
according to business size.
STORY
Communities of more than COVER
by Bonnie Moore
10,000 people would have until Photos by Joe Kievitt
1994 to get one quarter of their
glass, paper, aluminium, and
other reusables headed for recycling plants.
But the governor's plan is
CALENDAR
likely to face resistance on the
Yes, Virginia, Ihere is a thing
or!wo 10 do on Chrisbnas
floor of the legislature when it
convenes next month in Augusta.
Although other states have
been able to meet similar mandatory collection quotas, the
lack of industry demand for .
the segregated waste has kept
SCREEN
the cost of recycling higher than
Schwarzenegger
the cost of land filling. The
market value of most recyclables is too little to pay the
¥1~] tr~rn
freight to those out-of-state
JL
SPORT
receivers.
Life In !he gutter
But McKernan and other
<""'''1)
recycling proponents argue that
'±;~i
recycling must be chosen for its
NEW
YEARS PORTLAND
long-term environmental savings rather than its short-term
cost.
McKernan's proposal weakly
addresses the dilemma of
/~JJ~ /~Jt~
demand by "encouraging" the
CtASSIAED
state to buy recycled products.
Unfortunately, because the
Casco a.y Weekly is a paper
for people living in or ccncerned
state buys less paper per week
about Ihe cities and lowns of the
than a company like Unum
Portland area. It is published by
Mogul Media. Inc. from posh
disposes of in a day, that token
ccrpora1e headquarters al
encouragement is unlikely to
187 Clark Streel, Portland .
Maine 04102.
impact the market for recycled
Send us your evenllislings.
products.
your angry le1lers and especially
your advertisements! We need
Along with the recycling
to receive all that kind of sluff by
proposal, the governor is askthe end of the Thursday prior 10
Ihe issue in which you want It
ing to expand the bottle bill to
10 appear.
include more than carbonateddrink and beer containers.
.a;j•.

Deeds dude Walsh reads to the pressfrom a prepared statement.

•

caW/Monla Paulsen

COUNTY DEEDS, DONE DIRT CHEAP

Even at $1.92 a week, Walsh won't walk
Cumberland County register
of deeds James Walsh said he'll
be in his office seven hours a
day, five days a week during
1989 - all for a salary of $1.92 a
week.
The three county commissioners, tired of Walsh's impromptu vacations, offered him
just $100 for his services during
the coming year. But Walsh,
freshly returned from a sixweek disappearance, said Dec.
12 that he wouldn't deprive the
voters of his services until his
term was up. With his attorney,
Paul Stewart, he'll be going back
to the commissioners, asking
for a raise.
"My thinking now is there'd
be no change," said Commissioner Richard Hewes. "For his
own mental health, I would
think he'd resign."
Walsh said he might start
moonlighting to make ends
meet. But that would only be
after the seven-hour work day
he promised. Registry employees rolled their eyes at that, and

they were openly disappointed
by Walsh's decision to stay.
They stood in groups outside
his office, whispering.
"He'll stay as long as he can
harass us," said one person,
bitterly. The others nodded.
Although Walsh got $15,000
in 1988, there is a bright side to
Walsh's new income bracket.
His checks can no longer be
garnished $20 a week by the
Portland small claims court to
pay an old rent bill. And Walsh
is in the enviable position of
paying no income tax, because
the federal government won't
bother with anybody who
makes less than $4,950. And
despite the new salary, Walsh's
benefits will be continued. The
county offers accident and
health insurance, as well as a
retirement plan.
Walsh was elected by the
people of Cumberland County
in 1982, and re-elected in 1986.
In 1989 members of the Maine
Legislature will try,forthethird
time in two years, to impeach

him. Thus far, democrats have
stood behind him, but they're
embarrassed by Walsh's
chronic absences, and have
encouraged him to resign with
dignity. The commissioners
included an extra $20,000 in
their 1989 budget, in order to
provide a respectable paycheck
for anyone who might replace
Walsh.
The deputy register of deeds,
Thomas Mulkern has been
running the registry during
Walsh's absences. He is paid
$18,000 a year, and if Walsh
was removed, he would fill in
until the next November election, unless the governor appointed someone else.
"Thomas Mulkern is here
more often than Walsh," said
John Moore, who does a lot of
research in the registry. Moore
said the office functions fine
without Walsh, but that a lack
of leadership is slowing down
modernization of the registry
system
-Hannah Holmes
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FEATURING
CONTEMPORARY

FURNITURE
LIGHTING

If You Make Your
Own Investment
Decisions...

by

HOUSEWARES

Thomas A.
Verde

Tree of Life Necklace
Sterling sHver $15 (w/o chain)
14k $59 (w/e chain)

WATCHES
PHONES
JEWELRY

Mens Ring sIs 539 14k 5219
Ladles Ring sIs 529 14k 5129

A

CONVERSATION WITH

Liza Jabar

*

d. cole jewelers

You know that you can save by using a discount brokerbut you might expect to make compromises when it comes
to service. At Fidelity Brokerage you won't have to.

The Golden Unicorn
10 Exchange St. Portland 772-5119

26 EXCHANGE STREET

Helpjill, 0f1ecliveAllswers Taikwith one of our experienced representatives. Our knowledgeable professionals provide unbiased information.
A FuURange ojfrwestment Choices From stocks and options to mutual
funds to CDs, Fidelity can offer you choices for virtually any markeL
UnbiasedMarkellnjormotion We put facts, figures, and analysis from
some of the most reliable published sources at your fingertips.
Commission Savings You can enjoy all these advantages from Fidelity
Brokerage, while saving as much as 76%* on brokerage commissions.

SUmmer hours: Men-Sat 1(}'9. SUn 12-5

PORTLAND. MAINE 04101
207.775.7049
MON-SAT 10-8' SUN 12-5

Ha py

MAN

-savings based on the maximum comntission charged bya representative £ull-c05I broker during.n April 1988 survey. Your savings will \~ry \rASed on the nature and amount or)~urtcades.

Holi ays!

SURVIVES AnACK.

Fidelity Brokerage Services. Inc.-Member NYSEISIPC

Send this coupon in for rour FREE copy of Andrew Tobias's Ollly
Investmelll Guide lbu'U Ever Need.
____________________________
Mdre$ ___________________________

$1.00 OFF any item
with our ad ...

~~e

City ___________ State _ _ Zip _______

expires 12-31-88

Call toll-free

1-800-521-3028
And saved on his heating bill. With our Attic Attack program he increased the insulation
in hi~ attic t? 12". We discounted the cost of installation by a CMP contractor,
~~
making the Job extremely affordable. If you've got an electrically heated home ~ ~
call1-SOO-8-SAY-YES. We'll show you how you can attack your attic and ' ~~
survive this winter's heating bills.
'
CENTRAL

Fidelity Investor Center
107 Exchange Street

Portland, ME 04101
CODE:

MAINE POWER

10 Exchange Street, Portland, Maine 04101
Mon-Sat. 11:00-5:30
207-772-8949

R:lwe<b"'-lfuoo..9IE-a<~

LizaJabar relaxes at Deweys before her shift.

Are YOU A

ANJON'S
SPECIALS
•

• BEEF ALA ANJONS

Italian Restaurant
and Lounge
521 U.S. Route 1
Scarborough, ME 04074
Tel: (207) 883-9562

YOUR CHOICE

Served over Fettuccine

• FISH AND CHIPS
Served with Cole Slaw

•

• CHICKEN PARMIGIANA
Served with Spaghetti

• FISHERMAN'S PLATTER 4.95 • LOBSTER ROLL 4.95

• SHRIMP SCAMPI

YOUR CHOICE

Last Minute
Santa?
We have:
Down Comforters
Soft Goose Pillows
Practical
Flannel Nightgowns
SexySiIk
Wool Scotties
for Little Ones
Cotton Tights
Deluxe Bed Trays
Handpainted
DoorStops
Wool Shawls
Acorn Slippers
CottonPJs
Unique
Shower CUrtains
Ducky Travel Kits
& Tie Bags
Flannel Sheets
There's probably something
on OUR list for someone
on YOUR list.
Let us be your elves.

Served over a Bed of Linguini

• ITALIAN STUFFED CHICKEN
Served with Potato and Vegetable

• SPAGHETTI DINNER

•

Served with Meatballs or Sausages

• ONE POUND SIRLOIN 9.95 • LOBSTER DINNER 9.95
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

~~i~_

)FACTORY STORE

l!.

107 Main SL

Yarmouth, ME
Next to North Yarmouth Academy

846-3695

LizaJabar, bartender/waitress at Three Dollar Deweys,
turned 29 this week. She came
to Portland via Chicago, Boston, Waterville, and Peaks Island Her taste in clothing is
natty, her hair is black and
wild, and her voice has a
Waits ian growl to it In her
career as a woman of the '80s
she has coachedfieJdhockey,
been to nursing school, and
worked in radio. She has
caught people making love
in bathrooms and, from personalexperience, thinks Billy
Idol is a nice guy and Lou
Reed is a pain in the ass.
How do you feel about turning 29?
Great. I can't wait 'til I'm
forty.
How long have you been in
the bar business?
Off and on since I was 15. It's
good money, helps you do
other things. I was in radio for
four years in Boston at 'CLZ
and 'BCN.

What were you doing in those
places?
I worked at 'CLZ as an intern with a disc jockey. At 'BCN
I maintained a (record) library,
talked to all the record reps
that came in to make you play
their records and entertained
rock and roll stars when they
came in for interviews, which
can be a pain in the ass. Half of
'em are very nice, the other half
are very arrogant.

CBW photo/Monte Paulsen

Who were some of the ones uptight. Some people are just
who were a pain in the ass? kind of rude, but you humor
(She laughs) Well, Lou Reed them and just let it slide. You
have no idea what kind of day
actually. He didn't have any
they went through so we just
manners. That always bothers
ask
people to come back tome about people. Famous
morrow.
people, you know, you can
respect them for their talent,
Deweys is known for its varibut that doesn't mean you're
ety of beers, do you have a
going to like them as a person. favorite one? .
Who did you really like that
To be honest with you, I don't
you met there?
care for beer. People say 'You
don't care for beer? What are
Billy Idol was really nice, he's
you working here for?' and I
a good guy.
say you don't put a rabbit in
charge of a carrot factory.
What do you like best about
working at Deweys?
What's the craziest thing
The regulars. The people I you've seen happen he~?
work with. These are the people
There was this couple kisswho really make you stay here.
ing over in a comer one night. I
The money's pretty good too.
was working the floor and then
I noticed they were gone. I went
What do you hate about it?
downstairs to go to the bathSummers, because most of room and I saw their clothes all
over the floor and I knew they
the regulars go away.
were in the stall there. I was
Do you ever have people going to takeherpants, because
come to you with their prob- whatcouldshedo, right? I think
it was winter too. But then I
lems?
said, nah. I was working. If I
Sure. All the time. I consider
myself a real people person and wasn't working, I probably
a caretaker, a good listener. I've would have done it. That was
pretty bizarre.
been through a lot of stuff
myself so I think I can draw on
what do you want to do when
experience.
you grow up?
Do you have a way ofdeaiing
I don't know. When I get
with customers who are there I'll know. If I knew that I
assholes?
probably wouldn't be here.
Yes, I don't wait on them.
(Laughter) Sometimes humor Thoma. A. V.rd. is a Portland
breaks the ice. A bar is a place wr~er who has been fired from every
where people want to relax and bartending job he's ever had.
drink and you can't get that

Camille Buch

Chinese toys that walk and chili
pepper lights, silken pleasures
by Mary Green and party
dresses that dance all night,
warm and cozy casual wear for
weekend fun and a variety
of beads, bangles and bows
perfect for ali shapes and sizes.
Just imagine ali of the wonderful
heavenly, magical, one·of-a-kind
gifts and stocking sluffers
to be found this holiday season.
Only at Amaryllis.

Amaryllis Clothing Co.

41 Exchange Street,
Portland, ME 04101

772-4439
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To Dazzle the Eye
"

CHRISTMAS

.

.

Thanksgiving
this
bracolo1· a<!vorlage Iovel

Diamond and sapphire marquise
band boatJ1Iu1ly set Reg, $295

::' $595

$189

14K 1 ct 1W diamond I.Mis

... .,
,

,

to

seems

offer

everyone

. ......

:
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~~~.

",$2995
9951..'l. ..... $3995

16

,s

$979

Gal.diamClld mg, lnocldiamood
selsmal~yIn9dd. Reg. $42S

''T1FFANr' ·UKE DIAMOND
14KGold soItaire m<Uling

:.r...

1I2CT,

NOW

av.~tje)
QUALITY· INTEGRITY· TRADITION

$249

L----'"_ _- ' - _ - - '

a..&1~eM~~w!r !?wts
..

'" now in New Hampshire

Bangor· Bangor Mall· Augusta· Auburn Mall· Portland
Maine Mall (South Portland) • Brunswick (Cook's Corner)
Newington Mall· Pheasant Lane Mall (Nashua, N.H.)
Our own charge plan and major credit cards invited

LEWISTON COUPLE
GETS
JAMB.
They got into door jambs, window sills, and other places where their electrically heated
home leaked energy, and saved on their heating bill. With ourIow-cost $49. 95
~~
Weather Shield program, an approved CMP contractor does the work, and ~4~~
you get the benefits. Call1·800·8·SAY· YES. The savings may get you out of ~
. thi .
CENTRAL
aJam s wmter.
MAINE POWER
A:woerIor M_IhIllUlhE""O~1

..

S -A-L-E ..
Birdseye View
of Portland
orig. $25
NOW $19~

~UN.12·5

·fUE.-SAT. 10-5

773-4200
241 CONGRESS STREET

when membership in a hate
group is established or when
violence is reported, the police
and all people have an obligation to protect the safety of the
victims.
And Bill Chartier's letter
trying to portray Skinheads
(capital "5") as victims themselves is inexcusable. I challenge him to prove that three
Black men did in fact attack a
Skinhead because he was a
Skinhead. I suspect that this is
just a ploy to engender sympathy for a gang that does not
deserve any. Unless we want a
Nazi movement of our own,
we must not allow our compassion for people as indi viduals to become acceptance of the
ugly things people stand fo r.
And the Portland Area Skinheads stand for some very ugly
things indeed.
Sincerely,

.4?-ff"'-__- Seth Berner
Portland

The horrors of fascism
I am writing in response to
your article on P ASH, and in
response to Abrium and Bill,
both of which I know.
I, along with others, feel that
your article offered a totally
non-biased report on the organization, and the people
behind it. We all think you
should be commended for
supplying the public with this
type of information.
Now in response to Abrium
- He fails to understand the
mentality and ideology behind
a fascist. In his letter he states,
" ... so if you're calling these
guys fascists, think about it You are too." This is a perfect

example of the lessening of the
horrible connotation that fascismshouldhave. Every fascist
state has committed gut
wrenching crimes against humanity.
I once again belive that your
article was an important step
in furthering the public's
knowledge of this social phenomenon, and it is important
for people to realize what the
potential harm of not recognizing this happening could do.
Thank you,

f~,(ANathan Tableman

Art seen is seen

Reprint of 1876 ed.

NOW OPEN

The development of the organized Portland Area Skinheads (PASH) is disturbing;
more disturbing, however, is
the willingness of citizens to
treat this gang sympathetically.
Two letters in the issue of December 15, and Monte
Paulsen's article precipitating
them, all describe PASH members as misunderstood, entitled
to the benefit of the doubt. I
agree that members of PASH
have constitutional rights that
cannot be trampled on, as do
Klansmen. But to condone the
racism, homophobia and violence in support of these attitudes which are tenets of the
organized gang here as all
across the country is to say that
we approve of these attitudes
and methods.
Not all persons with shaved
heads and leather boots are
hoodlums. Some effort must be
I made to distinguish skinheads,
small "s," from PASH's; a
witc}:lhunt is entirely inappropriate. The Portland Police
cannot harass people just because they fit a profile. But

, lOll MatnStreet;\'armouth,Mai'rie.Q409b ·i207) 846-9000 .
. HOURS: ~ori-SallQ:OO.'5:00 (Other.1tOllrs b~apPQint~l\(~ri:)
~"'"
.
~
.
..
~"
' .
f'
Open Sundays llntd Christmas 1·5
;,
.,
.

'.

-.

Thank you Casco Bay Weekly the event in your newspaperand Sherry Miller for the infor- others could be seen carrying
mative article on our "open the article in hand.
studio/holiday sale" in your
Sincerely,
November 23 issue. It clearly
contributed to the successful
turn out of visitors. Many
Betsy Meyer
people told us that they.read of
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Life at Exit 8
Geraldine Hannon, featured in last
week's cover "The Longest Night," takes
tolls at Exit 8 of the Maine Turnpike. When
we went to talk to her about working the
night shift, she not only gave us answers to
our question, but gave us this letter as well
We think it liays a lot about her and about
people in general. So we're sharing it.
I like my job. Contrary to what some people
may believe, toll-collecting is not dull or bor-·
ing. Mostly, we're too busy to be bored. And
for the dull, there is something going on all the
time, both inside and out.
I love working with the general public and
with money. I also like the indoor/outdoor
concept, if you can call it that.
Between 20 and 25 people work at this exit
most every week. So you talk to many different types of people, both inside the toll booth
and outside.
I find that most people respond in the way
they are treated. If you' re snotty, they're snotty;
if you're nice, they're nice. A smile and a "hi"
or "howdy" go a long way. Every now and
then you find a rotten apple both inside and
outside the booth, but mostly they're rare.
We had a job and a half keeping up with
summer traffic. Most of the time it was lined
up to the main line on one end and Warren
A venue to Brighton Avenue on the other end.
Maine motorists have all the patience in the
world. They very seldom complain or grumble.
Some days it was so humid the sweat was
dripping off all of us, but we endured. Next
summer is going to be really bad, because we
are undergoing extensive renovations. (Two
more lanes, widening of the whole area, new
utility house, etc. Over a million dollars worth.)
I've been at this very exit going on 11 years.
The growth has be tremendous. I've seen a lot

of sights, some good, some bad, some terribly
sad. I see the little kids going off to camp
during the summer months, so excited, Cars
packed to the hilt, including the dog and cat.
Coming back through a week or two later, the
parents look bedraggled, kids are crying. They
don't want to go home - the kids, that is. Most
of the kids are pretty friendly and wave, but
once in a while you get the one with the stuckout tongue, etc.
We get lots of comments from the tourists,
mostly good, like, "Love your bt;!autiful state.
Driving down your highway was a pleasure."
We also receive some negative comments but
they're few and far between.
One thing I have found since I became a toll
collector, and that is Mainers tend to be hard
workers. They worka long day, and they seem
to be dependable and reliable. Isee them come
through day after da y, Would you believe tha t
people have a personality change from Monday to Friday? Monday, you're lucky to get a
nod, Friday it's a smile, and a "How are you?"
I get a kick out of the older Maine native.
They all seem to have a dry sense of humor,
and most always make a comment about one
thing or another. The weather also affects
them. Sunny days, they're sunny. Rainy, blizzardy days, they tend to lean towards the
gloomy side.
I feel that having this toll highway is great
for the state of Maine. With all our many
bridges and back country roads that need so
much upkeep, we need this extra money.
I like my job. I'm working for the people of
the State of Maine, because in actuality, we are
the ones who run this highway.

Lt.£u.<~ " /L~
Geraldine G. Harmon

Tapioca and cement
Hannah Holmes did an excellent job of
reporting on the Portland waterfront. Ms.
Holmes assimilated a great deal of information to produce a reasonably balanced and
clearly written report which serves the waterfront community and the general public very
well. She deserves much credit for recognizing and communicating the complexity of the
economic and public interest questions involved.
I think it was very unfortunate, however,
that Ms. Holmes fine article was accompanied
by the fuzzy thinking in Mr. Paulsen's editorial. Mr. Paulsen assumed that waterfront
businesses are not interested in "economic
success" and that "the people of Portland
recognize that economic growth would not
necessarily improve the community." Ms,
Holmes' article provides all the support necessary to dispose of this peculiar notion. The

health and integrity of our waterfront depends on economic success and (how horrible!) growth and expansion. The trick is to
ensure economic success which meets both
public and private objectives. Without growth
and expansion the waterfront will return to
the decaying and stagnating conditions of 25
years ago.
I was also intrigued by Mr. Paulsen's comments about how the unloading of tapioca
and cement at Merrill's facility exploits the
third world. I look forward to reading his
well-researched expose. Better yet, assign it to
Hannah.

~
Susan M. Sinclair
Portland
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What do you
expect of"Christlllas?
What does it
expect of you?
Christmas is here. And pretty soon, behind the mountains of tom wrappi,ng
paper, ugly ties, wrong-sized sweaters, defective food processors and screeching children will sit a frazzled mom, a depressed dad and an ignored grandma.
The cornball children's Christmas TV specials retell the tales of how a
religious holiday become frenzied, stressful, and angry. But how did the birth
of Christ come to mean $50 wreaths, $400 worth of gifts, and excessive
drinking?
Because we expect it to be that way.
"Everyone experiences a tremendous amount of pressure this time of year,"
says Ashera Cinnamon, a Portland counselor. "Everyone has their own memory of what Christmas was like for them when they were young and for some
people it's a warm, idyllic memory."
"What happens when they become adults is that they become responsible for
creating in their own families - or in themselves - a set-up for disappointment,"
says Cinnamon. "It becomes very easy
to expect that you are going to be able
to create a feeling that you once had."

Faith

has come to symbolize that miracle.
But many Christians equate Chanukah with Christmas and attempt to allow
the Jewish December holiday to serve as a placebo. Iro'nically, the event Chanukah celebrates is one of resisting exactly that sort of assimilation. Gift giving
is not part of the Jewish tradition.
Toby Rosenberg, a Jewish artist, holds as tightly to Chanukah as the Maccabees did. "I like to have fun with it. The ritual of lighting the candles is important for me." She looks at Christmas as a free ride to enjoy somebody else's
holiday. "I don't own it and I don't get depressed by it." She usually has Christmas dinner with Christian friends. "I get to be an enhancer of their holiday."
Sandmel doesn't think it is strange for Rosenberg or other Jews to be part of
someone else's celebration, "I think it is a very natural human response to want
to be part of what everyone else is doing."
Davis Agan, director of Portland's Refugee Resettlement Program, says that
immigrants of different religious
, backgrounds encounter tremendous
cultural differences in Christian
America. Afghans, Cambodians,
Laotians, Vietnamese and Iranians
all want to keep their own faith yet
assimilate into American culture.
"Refugees have to balance their
own cultures with the new culture,"
says Agan. "There is also the differenceingenerations, with the younger
immigrants more eager to embrace
the new culture."

Christmas is not a part of the heritage of Jacob Staas-Handwerker and
his brother Ben. Consequently they,
along with about 400 other Jewish children in the area, become somewhat
confused by the holiday. Both boys say
they don't feel left out by their Jewish. ness. In fact, Ben loves making Christmas decorations in class. They enjoy
Abstinence
the week-long vacation.
• Butfor many others, it is wanting to
It's gift giving that presents a sticky
be a part.of it all that causes the diffisituation. Their parents compromise
culties. Betsy Turner is a recovering
and give each boy a Chanukah gift, yet
alcoholic and has been for 12 years.
Jacob and Ben feel deprived when
She still uses AA meetings for supneighbors and schoolmates boast about
port. She feels pressured during
how many awesome presents they
Christmas but is the first to admit it is
received.
pure fantasy: "For some reason I want
"I want those presents," say Ben,
to sit in front of the tree with a glass
only half joking.
of wine; it is just a time when I wish
"I don't get as much as the other
kids," adds Jacob. "I went across the
~!~!!!!~~:'.1J.~I.1t.'1L=.~:w.:"""-~~~~i I could have a drink."
Turner is now the administrator of
street (to a neighbor's house) one ChristBen S.
Mercy Hospital Alcohol Institute, a
mas morning and he had all these huge
boxes with all kinds of stuff and well,
they get a lot more. I just know that 28-day, 31-bed rehabilitation program. "The pressure is great if you want to
I'm not going to get all of that. I just play with what I've got." Ben bought Jacob stop drinking during the holidays," she says about problem drinkers and those
who cross the line into alcoholism. "Many of our patients have families who are
a £uzzle for Chanukah this year. Jacob gave his brother a Frisbee.
Jacob's Hebrew teacher, Rabbi David Sandmel, says the answer is for each social drinkers and drink when the patient goes home." Turner says the nondrinker must have a support system in place to stay dry.
culture - Jewish and Christian - to hold on to its own culture.
The busiest time of year at the rehab is during the holidays. Turner says that
"If children are given a consistent identity within their own home," he says,
"if their message is that their parents have chosen a particular religious identity although there is no one path to sobriety, the would be non-drinkerneeds help.
for them, then they will learn very quickly that what they do in their own homes "For most people it is not possible to do it alone, at least not without a lot of
difficulty. For the last 30 years society has programmed us to believe that
is theirs."
Sandmel believes the issues are more difficult for parents than for children. drinking is a social event and is necessary. It's only during the past 10 years that
He has held discussion meetings for adults, mostly couples of mixed faiths, we have been asking, 'is it really social?' "
When Turner stopped drinking, her first Thanksgiving and Christmas were
who try to deal with both holidays.
"I have had a hard time making the distinction between the non-religious and very difficult. "I was frightened to death," she says. Turner went to Alcoholics
the religious aspects of Christmas," he says. "The holiday is called Christmas, Anonymous, and surrounded herself with a support group.
.
the tree is a Christmas tree not a solstice tree."
Estelle, a 40-tear-old book editor, is also in AA. In addition to being an
Jews don't seem to have this problem of distinction with Chanukah. The holi- alcoholic she is bulimic. After three years of abstinence, she still finds the food
day simply celebrates the overthrow of the oppressive Syrians 2000 years ago issue difficult during the holidays.
by a band of Jews called the Maccabees. The Jews recaptured their temple and
"It's just thrown in your face every time you tum around," she says. "If I
continued on next page
a lamp there burned for eight days one on day's worth of oil. The Jewish menorah

,
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was crazy," he says softly. "Christmas had some seriously strange
and sad difficulties. We all sat around the table trying to pretend
everything was fine."
This year he is taking his therapist's advice and creating his
own Christmas. "I'm having friends over. Spending more time
with people who are my emotional equals, who want a deeper
joy and happiness, and have already paid the price for that. '
In his therapy group he has learned to take charge of the
holiday. "What I'm doing is setting up my Christmas, but not
being st up by Christmas. I'm writing my own program."

have one cookie or one drink, I can't stop. It leads to absolute
chaos. One year I just stayed home by myself because I was too
hungover to go anywhere. Another year I missed New Year's
Eve because I couldn't leave the house."
No longer obsessed with food or alcohol, she still feels left out.
"I can't do what everyone else is doing." Suddenly she laughs, "I
have to remember there is no 'switch off for me; I never did what
everyone else did anyway."
.
Estelle stopped drinking with help from AA and she found
help for her eating disorder in a sister program, Overeaters
Anonymous.
AA has designed an accepting, day-by-d.ay tack on life called Money
the 12 Step Program. It helps people like Betsy Turner address
While persons with troubled pasts try and forget childhood
the kinds of problems she faces during the holidays. AA has even holiday
horrors, there are those in the community who pay
scheduled an Alkathon, a non-stop AA meeting that runs on through the nose to recapture a fantasy Christmas of their
Thanksgiving Eve, Christmas Eve, and New Year's Eve. After dreams and usually go into debt because of it.
the holidays an abundance of new members traditionally storm
"I wait to the last minute and do all my shopping on December
the meeting halls.
21," says single parent Pat O'Donnell. "The holidays leave me
Jim has been attending an Adult Children of Alcoholics pro- stressed out and I don't really like to face the fact that they are
gram which also utilizes the 12 Steps. Like Estelle, Jim's memo- cOming."
ries of Christmases past are chaotic. In counseling for six years,
when she begins shopping she is more pragmatic. She has
this is his first solo Christmas. His dad died atChristmastime two noBut
choice.
years ago, his mom passed away last summer. His sister is in a
''I'm just barely making it," she says behind a loud and
psychiatric hospital.
nervous laugh. ''I'm one of those people who manages to get
Jim has since adopted a West Coast mellowness - he listens to through every month and somehow the bills get paid. That's
soothing, new-age music, decorates his home with foliage, and how
it goes every month."
collects Japanese art. A large oversized teddy bear of a man, his
O'Donnell, 39, earns less than $20,000 a year and lives in
honesty about his situation emphasizes his vulnerability. His Portland's West End with her two children, Bernadette, 8, and
childhood Christmas was worse than most; upsetting, dysfunc- 17-year-old Sean. She pays close to $400 per month rent and she
tional behavior was manifested by family alcoholism. "We had considers that a good deal. Driving a used Ford, she happily
Christmas Eve which was weird because someone was gonna get reports no car payments, but unhappily spends too much and too
drunk. It was a mixture of happiness and dread."
often on car repairs.
As an adult, Jim searched for the perfect holiday. "My family
"I'm nat much on Christmas gifts," she says, "I only buy

1 \\"t ~ttfd iif I'm IIfhftrifn ~ Ikotd ~ tbat GIlt

.J
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2 Came 10 ~ ~"fIOtttr gffM tit.II! ountlws cllIffll
restor. us 10 ~lIIty

presents for each of my childfen and my mother, and I don't buy
them a lot at that."
Last year she bought Bernadette two toys and took Sean to
Levinsky's for jeans. The purchases amounted to a bit more than
$20 each. This year it won't be much different. "If I had more to
spend I probably would," she says carefully.
.
O'Donnell operates sans credit cards and answers WIth a
resounding "yes," that she would be more frivol~us about her
spending if she did have a VISA or MasterCard. If I had so~e
credit cards I would definitely be spen~ing more. ~ecause I bve
on a cash only basis, if there isn't any m the checking account I
don't spend it."
.
.
Rick Dobson, executive director of the non-profit CredIt
Counseling Centers, Inc., is prou~ of. O'~nnell and her n~n
credit card life, but finds most of hIS chents m d~ep trouble. wIt.h
plastic. January, right after the holiday shoppmg spree, IS his
busiest time of the year.
. .
"I think people caught up in the world of plastic are typIcal
American families," says Dobson. "We s}?end whatever we
make and we charge until we are at our ma'.'lffi~. T?ere are an
estimated 24 million Americans who are m financial trouble,
. .
.
right on the verge of bankruptc~.':
Dobson recommends that Ianulies get realistic about the SItuation but admits that "unfortunately most consumers don't
, themselves for Christmas. "
prepare
Ed Agopian has been preparing for Chri~tm~ for several
months. Married with three children, Agoplan IS bound and
determined to give his kids the same kind of C~ristmas he
experienced as a child. He is holding down on~ full-time and two
part-time jobs in order to keep that dream alive.
Weary after a shopping trip, Agopian says, "Yesterday we
spent about $400 on the kids and ~hat's not fin~l." J:Ie plans on
spending another $300 on the c~il~ren and hIS ~ife. He a~o
bought a microwave oven as a gift for the house. He and hIS
wife, Paula, also buy some small gifts for relatives. He pays in
cash from a savings account - and uses new charg~ cards. "
"I just got MasterCard, Radio Shack and also Discover, he
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Bonnie Moore is a Jewish non·drinker wlro never has any money. April Fool's Day
is her kind of holiday.

RECEIVES SIGN.

Frames &Photo Albums

Just like people allover Maine, she's taken control of energy costs. Simply ~y wrapping
her electric water heater in our Bundle-Up blanket. It's FREE. You can do 1t ~~
yourself, or we'll install one for just $5. For information on our Bundle-Up ~4~~
Kit and other money-saving programs, call1-8oo-8-SAY-YES. We'll help
~
. contro1
ft
CENTRAL
you se1ze
0 your energy
cos s.
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Estelle and Jim had to first strike the emotional !ock-bot~o~ of
their lives before coming to terms with their ~h?Stmas difficulties. Pat O'Donnell, at a financial ebb, is realistic about money
and has said no to the pressure. Rabbi Sandmel's flock has ch?s~n
to celebrate their own culture and not conform to the matenalistic demands of the SOciety around them. All have found ways to
change Christmas back into a holiday that pleases them and
people close to them.
"There was always e?Cpectations and I lowered my expectations," says Estelle. "Whatever discomfort I have t~ g~ through
now is better than what I used to go through. Now I m In control
of what's happening. Now I have choices as to how to spend my
Christmas."
Therapist Cinnamon thinks realistic expectation~ and/~eal~hy
planning are the pathways to a happy and sane ho~day. C~s~
mas is potentially a very wonderful and warm hme, but It IS
difficult for people to maintain restraint in regards to the demands they make upon themselves and their families in pursuit
of the ideal Christmas."

WATERVILLE

through December 31st

E

Realistic expectations

•

AUGUSTA WOMAN
SEIZES POWER.
""",""",,,,,"., l1t!w

says. "I don't like American Express because I have to pay the
.
whole balance."
The Agopian kids know what the),' want. f~om Ch.nstma~, and
they know where it is coming from. Santa 15 Just an ~age, says
Ed. "They know who is behind it all, for sure." He tnes a weak,
"ho ho ho."
.
But Agopian doesn't blame his kids. fo~ the bIg ?utlay of
dough. He laughs and says that if he didn t have children he
would still spend freely. "Well, my wife would probably be
working and we could afford to spend a lot m?~e on e~~h other.
We would still have a big Christmas though, It s tradItion. You
gotta, every year, it's my heritage."

1'0' '

MINUTE
PHOTO
INC.

---..,.' ,\!l.1 !.r!Mit.'¢A.t---37 Ocean St., South Portland
767-2007 Bill Ciccarone

157 Middle Stre.et (Old Port)
761-2882 DebbIe Dolan

ATEUER FRAMING
• Excellent Selection
of Antique Botanicals

82 Middle Street
Portland. Maine

04101
774-2088

It was red and white and identified the new house as a Good Cents Home. It meant the
new homeowners c~ expect a substantial reduction in heating .costs compared ~~
to a typical home. If you're planning to bu~d or buy a home With any type,
~~
of heating system-oil, gas, woo.d, electnc-c~1l1-800-8-SAY-YES. We 11 CENTRAL
send infonnation. It could be a slgn of good things to come.
MAINE POWER
~ 1O< ""l. . ttwOUlflE ""IJ ~
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dinner, you can volunteer
some time at one of the
local shelters. The Friendship House Shelter dinner
is at 2 pm and they usually
Cowpunk or Christmas
serve about 20 people. Call
music. Take your pick_
Nancy at 772-8776 to volunFor people in the Holiday
teer. The Jordan and
spirit (and we're even
McKay House serve 60
listening to Christmas
people at a sit-down canmusic in our posh corpodlelight dinners at 4 pm.
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Bam Burning. New wave
upew
G0 tthe h 01
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c .eeryou
t
d
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Year s IS JUs aroun
country music, cows with
e
A
f ee
t res tl ess a ft er
re your
Mohawks ... who knows
Chnstmas.
.
? Th e U psetters
corner.)
what to expect. But for
will not be playing any
some, cowpunk is preferChristmas music tonight at
able to holiday bull. Also
Moose Alley, 46 Market
on the bill tonight are the
Street. Just good solid
bluesy sounds of Crazy
dancing music. (They'll
Moonbeam.
also be playing Thursday
through Saturday in case
Feeding the homeless is a you just can't get away
•
problem year round, but
from the family today.)
today several area shelters
are making an extra effort
to give people with nowhere to go a special
A Christmas brunch for
Christmas dinner. If you
the homeless is taking place have a roof over your head
at the Preble Street
but are also looking for a
The self-sacrificing holiplace to have Christmas
day is over. Do something

Celtics, though, have already hit the road, which
means that those of us
without cable tv can watch
them play Dallas at 8:30 pm
on channel 51. Hey, the
boys need all the support
they can muster these days.

Resource Center, 11 am-l
pm. If you can donate some
time or food, please call
874-6560.

What do
you get
when you
cross a hamburger
with Sid Vicious?
See Thursday, Dec. 22•••

for yourself toI)ight and
head out to see Tim Curry
in his underwear singing
"Sweet Transvestite."
Not cruel, just being
That's right. The Rocky
realistic. The New England
Horror Picture Show is in
Eating Disorders Program
town through the end of
~eets tonight at 7:30 pm at
the year (only a few more
Westbrook Community
days, can you believe it!) at Hospital, 40 Park Road. The
The Movies on Exchange
topic is "Making and KeepStreet. This cult extravaing Realistic New Year's
ganza plays nightly at 9:30 Resolutions for Weight
pm.
Control." For more information, call 761-0128.

An exhibition of 25
weather vanes from the
collection of Ida and Kenneth Manko of Wells opens
today at the Portland Museum of Art. The vanes
were largely made in New
England during the late
19th century and feature
unique representations of
horses, cows, carriages and
Indians.
jazz and post-modern
comedy - will be happening there. The YWCA on
Spring Street will be hosting more traditional
You can't miss it. There
Downeast performers.
are 89 performances sched- Trooper, a local high school
uled on stages all over
band, and one of Portland's
Portland. It's New Year'sl
best dance bands Holy
Portland.
Bones will be playing all
A sampling of what can
night long at The Portland
be expected includes Karla Boys and Girls Club on
Bonoff and Johnny
Cumberland A venue.
Copeland at City Hall
Ethno pop is on the bill at
Auditorium. The Portland
the Portland High School
Museum of Art AuditoAuditorium with performrium is featuring an Avant- ances by 3 Mustaphas 3,
Garde-a-Rama and some of Les Miserable Brass Band
the more eclectic perform- and the Nigerian Sonny
ances - performance art,
Okasuns Ozzidi Band.

Admission to all 89
events is $7.50 for adults, $3
for children under 12 and
seniors over 65, which is
less than a bottle of champagne unless, of coarse,
you buy that cheap New
York state stuff but whQ
wants to drink that anyway_ Buttons are available
through Maine Arts, 29
Forest Avenue, Portland,
04101 or may be charged on
Visa or MasterCard by
calling 772-9012. Buttons
are also available at Shop'n
Save Supermarkets, One
City Center and Portland
Wine and Cheese. Buttons
are $9 on December 31.

Duke Robillard plays the
guitar-contortion-blues in
Portland tonight. You're
not familiar with the contortion blues? Just watch
Duke plays a mean line
behind his back and you'll
soon understand what I
mean. Check him out at the
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth
Street in Portland.
Santa
Claus
is coming
to town.
Yes, there's
plenty to
keep you
distracted on
December 25.

We'd like to thank
all of you for your
, support and patronage
during this holiday season

SING IT!
Sing aChristmas Carol
to your waitperson
and get aFREE
Basic Cheese Pizza

Happy Holidays

3~
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RECORDS, CD'S, TAPES
AND OTHER "BAD HABITS"
At prices you should
have been paying!
10 EXCHANGE ST. o LOWER LEVEL
773-1310

Sing until 12/2!)'88

9 MEQIANIC ST., FREEPORT

across the streel and down
the hill from L.L. Bean
OPEN DAILY 11-9
CLOSED TIJESDAYS

865-9421
at the

CORSICAN

A road trip is always a
Thursday evening alternative to staying at home and
watching "L.A. Law." The

Acting
Clas
For Adults,
For Kids,
For You!
Center for
Performance
Studies
Box 8515,
Portland
774-2776
Beginning
January 16th

~l1£aYSlwppm9

NEW YEAR'S EVE
. H

.

~

•

•.•• A.

MOON
Reservations taken for
5,7, and 9:45 seatings

Call Early!

871-0663
425 Fore St.

THE MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE

Step infor
Luncli, 13runcli or 'Dinner.

I~]"IJ

127 Middle Street
PortlaruJ, Maine 04101
(207) 773-3317

,I
I

DEC. 18 - 30
SUN - FRI 9:30 (TWO WEEKS)

yift Certificates

U4LLERY127' •

MOVIES

DEC. 18·24
SUN MAT 1,3:15 SUN - FRI 7
SAT MAT 1, 3:15
IPG·"I

in j"reeport?

at

T

THE

~r®

I
i

..Sebaflian's :
~
J3abettiS
•
Feast
J~

DEC. 25 - 31
SUN - FRI 7 SAT MAT I, 3

Lunch & 'Dinner Mon·Sal
Suru{a!! 'Bruncfi 11-3

Some of
Maine's Finest
Contemporary Artists

(207) 865·0466

£ewer ':MainStreet,

1'ruporl, Maine 04032

.

L------lII~:!l5~

PLEASE NaTE: CLOSED X·MAS EVE.
10 bchan ... 5 •. Portland

772·9600

I

Casco Ba"-y...:W:..:e:..:e:..:k::-Iy"--_ _ _ __

December 22, 1988

15

Dr. Bernie Siegel

author of the best-seIfer

Love, Medicine and Mirae

The Psychology of IIln
and the
Art of Healing

THURSDAY 12122
& FRIDAY 12123

.JOSH CLEAVES Hosts:
"THE BEST OF THE HOOT"
Christmas Benefit for
THE FRIENDSHIP HOUSE SHELTER

Monday, January 9, 1989,7:00 p,m,
USM Portland Campus Gymnasium
Cost: $15,00 (gift certificates available for Christmas)
For more information contact:
Department of Community Programs
University of Southern Maine
68 High Street
Portland, ME 04101
874-6500

o University of Southern Maine

~

Lunch for 2

$5

11 AM - 3 PM
e Chicken
Nugget Parm
e Rigatoni Parm
e Eggplant Parm
e Spaghetti & Salad
e Stuffed Shells

_ (served with bread only)

Dinner for 2

$10

4 PM - 10 PM
e Fried Shrimp
& Spaghetti
e Sirloin Steak
& Spaghetti
e Chicken Parm
& Spaghetti

SATURDAY 12124

CLOSED for Christmas Eve
+lIstlngs must be rec:ei;i~ by 5 pm the Thursday prior to publication
Ann Sitomer, 187 Clark Street, Portland 04102 775+6601

•
SILVER
SCREEN

My Stepmother Is an Allen
Kim Bassinger plays the comedienne in her latest role as an alien.
lucky Dan Aykroyd finds himself
visited by this fine specimen from
outer space.

e

Maine Mall Road, S Ponl_
774-1022
Open on Dec 24

Cocoon: The Return is a
disappointment for those who saw
Cocoon. In the sequel the beloved
friends and family who disappeared into outer space in Cocoon I return.
Crossing Delancy Amy ,Irving ..
plays a single woman living .on the _-'The NakeJl \ Gun Do you miss "
Upper. Wes,t Side who is loo~ing for :-::rerurisofjoF~ritasy ' lsland" with Ri- ..
Mr. Right In ':lew York. With the :"" cardo 'Mo~talban? Don't worry.
help of a mamag,e broker , .
~y / i'::He's ba(:k, jn ·the.
movie by
Grandma, she rejects
In,:' ·-the-creators
" "Nakedfavor of a
' ":-. Gun~
, cops-and-rob.'
bers
leslie Nielsen
~'•• I'",int" -'.,':h, rj1bling los Angeles
'de,tec:tivl~:·:' :+recommends, if you
.:::.. _n-eed 'a 'g:oOd laugh over the ' next
5 couple' of}Neeks,

OCCUPATION:
Philosorher /
Revolutlonary
dishwasher.
MAN I ADMIRE MOST:
Pinocchio - you don't /lave to be politically correct to
know he's lying.

A Cry In the Dark The New .-Yorker magazine's Pauline Kael
claims Meryl Streep is at her best
in this docu-drama about an Australian woman whose son is believed killed by a wild dog ' and is
Oliver and Company There
later charged and convicted of her
are some people who would tell me
son's murder. I'm not a fan of
this
movie is just my speed. It's for
Streep, but I usually agree with
what Pauline has to say. Streep's .' the kids, of course. The Walt Disney animated feature retells the
cold aloofness, her only emotion
story of Dickens' "Oliver Twist:
on screen, as far as I'm contransplanting the characters in
cerned. works here. Frank SchepNew York. Oliver is a cute orange
isi directed the movie which dockitten
who is influenced by a gang
uments the public hysteria about
of streetwise dogs. Some of the
the crime, blood-hungry media and
voices you'll hear include Billy
a sloppy forensic investigation.
Joel, Dom Deluise and Bette Mi+recommends ...
dler.
Dirty Rotten Scoundrels
Steve Martin and Michael Caine Rain Man Dustin Hoffman made
"The Graduate" a long time ago, as
star in this comedy about a
one can see with Hoffman teamed
sophisticated British con artist and
up with Hollywood's latest leading
his American sidekick.
man Tom Cruise. Hoffman and
Cruise play brothers in "Rain Man",
one of whom (Hoffman) is an idiot
savant. +recommends ... but by
hearsay only.

BOOK THAT INFLUENCED MY LIFE THE MOST:
"Nation of Sheep" - Nero Wolfe.

Entertainment Hotline 775·2494

1.2:30,4,5:30,7:15,9
no 9 pm show as 01 Dec 25

Madam Souutka
(opens Dec 23)

FAVORITE QUOTE:
"In no country are you more than three weeks from
revolution" - Dwight D. Eishenhower.

Where Grown-Ups Go To Party!

Cocoon: The Aet_"

12:30.2:50.5:15.7:35.9:55
9 pm ooly as 01 Dec 25
Ollv.. & eomp"r
L_
_ _ TInI.
1 :15.3:10.5,7

Temple_ Middle, Por1l_
772-9751
Two matinees only on Dec 24
No first show on Dec 25

FAVORITE FOOD:
Felafel (at Raoul's).

FAVORITE DRINK: Raoul's 16 oz. Guinness Stout

Workllll Girls
(opens Dec 25)
12:30, 2:45, 5:05. 7:30. 9:45
lIorIns
1,3:15,5:25,7:35.9:45
The Naked Gun
1:15.3:10.5:05.7.9
Tequila SUnrl...
12:30, 2:50, 5:10. 7:35. 9:55
Scrooged
12:45.2:50,5,7:10,9:20

Nickelodeon

RAOUL'S PERSONALITY PROFILE

ADDRESS:
Congress St.,
ncar Joe's.

Madame Sousatzka Shirley
Maclaine stars as an eccentric piano teacher In London working with
a 14-year-old prodigy preparing for
his concert debut. The film drags,
but the music is quite good.
The Manchurian Candidate
This 1962 movie was on the shelf
for years and it is worth a trip
through the snow to the theater.
laurence Harvey plays a Korean
War veteran who had been captured by the Chinese, brainwashed
and released to become a programmed killer. "The Manchurian'
Candidate" is one of the most
chilling political movies ever to
come out of Hollywood.

folk.acoustic
Danny Beal & Earl Bigelow every
Thu at Intown Pub, Brunswick. 7291777.
Arthur Webster Dec 28 at the
Barnhouse Tavern, Rt. 35, N Windham. 892-2221.
Dab Dec 29-31 at the Barnhouse
Tavern, Rt. 35, N Windham. 8922221.

rock.roll

Maine Mall Cln.....a.

772-0873

NAME:
Franco.

Scrooged Bill Murray returns after
his long hiatus from the movies in
this Updated version of Charles
Dickens' "A Christmas Carol." As
far as I'm concerned, the movie is
just another reminder of impending
holiday shopping. But what can I
say - I'm a scrooge.

What's Where

GIOBBI'S DECEMBER SPECIALS
Mondays, Tuesdays & Wednesdays

One Danforth Street, Portland

•••
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MERRY CHRISTMAS! OPEN MIKE NIGHT

The Rocky Horror Picture
Show is a cult movie extravaganza. The story, if you must
know, is about a young couple
whose car breaks down on a
stormy night and find themselves
trapped in a castle inhabited by
people from the planet Transsexual. Susan Sarandon plays the
timid Janet (eons before she became the sex goddess she is today). Tim Curry is wonderful in
leather and lace (in fact, this is the
only part of the movie I like). The
movie, had a large cult following
w~h people in the audience rec~ing ,
lines, singing, and throwing things
at the screen and at unsuspecting
movie goers. Do these goings on
still occur? You will have to see for'
- yourself. +recommends ... if only
to see Tim Curry sing 'Sweet
Transvestite. "

1:20.3:40. 7. 9:40
H.. I'. . . . II: H.. lbound
(opos Dec 23)
1:25,3:35.7:20,9:15
A C'" In the Dark
1 :10.3:20.6:50.9
Raln ...n
1,3:40,7,9:50
Dirty

Rotten Scowt*.I.

1:15,3:25.7:15.9:35
MpUcPlue
(through Dec 22)
4:30,7:20.9:15
air Stepmo_ I. . . All...
(through Dec 22)
4:10.6:50.9:10
Cro."ng DeI.MICY
1 :30. 3:30. 7:45. 9:50

The Movie.
10 Exchange, Portland

772-9600

Th. MMlChwim C.nclldail.
through Dec 24
Wed-Frl at 7
Sat mat at 1, 3:35
The Rockr Horror Plcb..we: Show
Oec 18-30
Daily at 9:30 pm
. . .tt.'sF•••1
Dec 25-31
Sun-Fri at 7

Sat mal at 1, 3

Cinema City
Westbrook Plaza

854-9116
MovIes are nol scheduled at press tlmej
call ahead to confirm times
air St_thar I. . . All...
7. 9, weel<end mats at 1, 3
Chrl_.
7:15, 9:15, weel<end mats at 1 :15. 3:15

_.t _..

--

7:15,9:15. weekend mats at 1:15, 3:15
Dirty l'I:ott.n Scoundrel.
7. 9'. weel<end mats at 1, 3
Ac.yInUte D....
7,9, weekend mats 811, 3

Evening Star

Tontine Mall.llrunswk:k
729-5486
Clooed Dec 24
CI .... H _
7,9

•••

Tequila Sunrise I had never
seen such seductive coming attractions in my life. The movie itself is visually slick. Mel Gibson
plays a drug dealer and Kurt Russell plays a cop and an old high
school friend of Mel. Raul Julia is a
Mexican cop who gets involved
with the dirty business. Michelle
Pfeiffer js excellent as the woman
who gets caught in the middle of
the boys' games. +recommends
as a better than average drugcrime flick, but 'Tequila Sunrise" is
not as good as might be expected
from director Robert Towne who
wrote the screenplay for
"Chinatown. "

Nick of Time Dec 22-24 at lB's
Pub, Rt 302, N Windham. 892-8923.
Person to Person Dec 22-23 at the
Brunswick, Old Orchard beach. 9344873.
Big Barn Burning and Crazy
Moonbeam Dec 22 althe Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
Rlgamorole Dec 22 at Raoul's, 865
Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
Double Talk Dec 22-24 at the Old
Port Tavern, 1t Mouhon, Portland.
774-0444.
Best of the Hoot at Geno's, 13
Brown, Portland. A Forum for Progress benefit for Christmas dinner at
The Friendship House Shelter Dec
22-23. The Walkers, Darien Brahms,
and Josh Russell perform Dec 22;
Siaid Cleaves, Dave Roberts and
Sean Adams perform Dec 23.
Panic Station Dec 23-24 at the
Marble Bar, 51 York, Portland. 7735516 and Dec 25-26 at the Old Port
Tavern, 11 Moulton, Portland. 7740444.
Leslie Buck & The Change Dec
27-28 at the Old Port Tavern, tt
Mouhon, Portland, 774-0444.
The Fools Dec 29 at the Brunswick,
Old Orchard beach. 934-4873.
Holy Bones Dec29 althe Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
The Trade Dec 29-3t atthe Old Port
Tavern, 11 Moulton, Portland. 7740444.
Rumors Dec 30-31 at lB's Pub, Rt
302, N Windham. 892-8923.
Broken Men Dec 30-3t at Raoul's,
865 Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
Cornerstone Dec30-31 atTheBrunswick, West Grand Ave, Old Orchard
Beach. 934-4873.
The Force Dec 30 at the Marble Bar,
51 York, Portland. 773-5516.
Sleepy LaB_f Dec 31 at the Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 7741441.
Gypsey, Wild Heart and Th.
Force Dec 31 at the Marble Bar, 51
York, Portland. 773-55t6.

SATURDAY 12131

ROCK N' ROLL NEW YEAR'S EVE!
THEE TALISMEN
and THE WILD HEARTS
with THE TIME BEINGS from Boston

rEI:] iIt1'n :(1 I at] ii if':I'il~fti'I:t

j.zz
John Mensl Dec 24-25 at the Blue
Moon, 425 Fore, Portland. Music 7:3011 :30 pm. 871-0663.
State Street Traditional Jazz
Band Dec 30, 7-10 pm atthe State
Street Congregational Church. Tickets are $5. A benefit for the Kidney
Foundation.
Menssa Hamilton Dec 30-31 atthe
Blue Moon, 425 Fore, Portland. Music
7:30-11 :30 pm. 871-0663.
christm+s
Harp and guitar duet perform Dec
22, 7-8 pm at the Sonesta Hotel.
Sponsored by the Inlown Portland
Exchange. Free and open to the
public.
A Vermont Christmas Performers from Maine and Nova Scotia will
join the Middlebury College Choir in a
holiday special on MPBN television
Dec24, 4pm. Musicby Mendelssohn,
Poulenc, and Purcell will be performed
on the special narrated by actor
Bergess Meredith and featuring the
poetry of Robert Frost.

•

+

•

+

THE RED LIGHT REVUE

+

+

+

•

40 Years of Great American Music
Winner of Maine Music Award's Best R&B Band Two Years Running

Join us every Wed. night at Raouls'
for our Motown Rock n' Roll Dance Party at 8:00PM
Weddings and private parties are ourspecialty

CALL 883-2802
(Band rehearsal space available also)

Wicked Good Band Dec 22-23, 8
pm at the Portland Performing Arts
Center. Tickets are $8 in advance, $9
the day of the show. For ticket information call, 774-0465.
Let It Snow! (It Probably Will
Anyway) A Christmas musical revue that looks at Christmas past and
present Dec23, 29-30 atthe Thomas
Inn and Playhouse, Rt. 302, S. Casco.
Dinner beginS at 7 pm and showtime
is 8:30 pm. To make reservations,
call 655-3292.

T win s It looks as if Arnold
Scwarzenegger has met his match r+b
with Danny Devito. The pair dis- Nlghtllfes Dec 23 at Raoul's, 865
cover they are twins who were
Forest, Portland. 773-6886.
separated at birth. The twins were The Upsetters Dec 25, 29-3t at
Moose Alley, 46 Market, Portland.
the result of a genetic experiment
774-5246.
with Arnie getting all the good
qualities of strength, wisdom and Savoy Truffle Dec 28 at the Marble
Bar, 51 York, Portland. 773-5516.
goodness and Devito being an unwanted side effect. The plot cen.blues
ters on the twins reunion and the Crazy Moonbeam Dec 22 at the
search for their mother. But who
Tree Cale, 45 Danforth, Portland.
needs plot? The comedy is so well
Duke
Robillard Dec 28 at the Tree
choreographed - Devito and
Cafe,
45 Danforth, Portland. 774Schwarzenegger gesture in unison
1441.
- that if the plot drags, just seeing
George Leh & Rockln' Shoes
Devito and Schwarzenegger in the
Dec30-31tJ.R. Flanigan's, 144 Main.
same picture is enough to make
Saco. 282-1617.
even the most sour puss laugh.
The movie is directed Ivan Reitman
who did "Ghostbusters." +recom- regg.e
mends ...
The Skat.lltes Dec 26-27 at the
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth. Portland. 774Working Girls Melanie Griffith
1441.
plays a Staten Island secretary
Twelfth Night Medieval Banwho is taking pointers on corporate
quet to benefit the restoration of the
success from Sigourney Weaver. zydec.
Swamis Dec 23 at the
Rose Window althe Cathedral Church
Harrison Ford is the love interest. Boogaloo
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774- of st. luke's Jan 6. The festivities
Unless the script is atrocious, the
1441.
begin at 7 pm with mulled wine and
cast promises a good show. +recpunch. Bagpiper Michael Crosby will
ommends ...
d.ncing
lead the Grand March into the CalheZootz, 31 Forest, Portland. Thu,
dral for the banquet at 8 pm. While
house music and new music. Fri,
feasting, medieval style, on venison,
progressive dance mix, 18 & over.
turkey, duck and fish, entertainment
Sat, latest dance music, 21 & over.
will be provided by the Chamber
Sun, request night; Wed, new waveSingers and others. The cost is $25
all ages. 773-8187.
per person ($15 deductible). For resFantasy Hall, 54 River Rd, Windervations, call Pat Olsen at 871-0440
ham (near Westbrook). Dancing to
before Dec 30. Tickets are limited.
country rock and Top 40 by Free
Costumes are encouraged.
Spirit with John Patterson Dec 23 and
New Year's Eve. For reservations,
call 892-2811.

"ORE •••

STEVE
HOWELL
and the

WOLVES

..."""...............
SUNDAY
Lite Drafts 75<t
all day & nite

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
FREE hot dogs Lite Drafts
at halftime

I 75¢

LUNCHEON
SPECIALS
Every day of the week
Serving from 11-9 weekdays
11-10 FRI and SAT and 12-9 SUN

HAPPY HOUR
4-7 MON.-FRI
on the waterfront
in the Old Port

84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774-3550

Ca.c;o Bay Weekly
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LOSE
In fact, their interest was cut to 3%. With CMP's Subsidized Energy Management Loan
Program, they financed a variety of energy-saving, money-saving home improve- ~~!.:i
ments at one low interest rate. Available at all Key Bank offices, this program ~ ~
can help you save money, too. If you have an electrically heated home, call
~~
1-800-8-SAY-YES. You'll find it most interesting.
CENTRAL
MAINE POWER

~IOrMloll'4l~f'OUItI£I'W!'D'ManapmenI

schools.libraries
Sweat 'n Sway Gorham Commu- Mysticisms: Photographs of
nity Services' New Years Eve Party
Minor White at the Payson Gallery
Dec31, 7 pm-12:30 am at the Tennis
of Art, 716 Stevens Ave, Portland.
Racquet. Dancing, tennis, racquetExhibit continues through Dec 24.
ball and wallyball. Admission is by
Hours: Tue-Fri. 10 am-4 pm, Thu, 10
ticket only. Cost is $15 per person
am-9pm, Sat-Sun, 1-5pm. 797-9546.
with all proceeds going to the Robie The Landscape Within An exhibit
Park Imp'rovement Project. Tickets
of works by Thomas Connolly through
are available at Baxter Library or
Dec29 al1h.e Portland Public Library.
Gorham Community Services, 839Open during library hours. 773-4761.
8144.
Bowdoin College Museum of
New Vear's/portland Four hours
Art, Brunswick. Hours: Tue-Fri, 10
of your time will get you free admisam-4 pm; Sat, 10 amoS pm; Sun, 2-5
sion to the celebration and an invitapm. Revolutionary Art: Russian Avanttion 10 the Midnight Staff party on Dec
Garde Works from the Collection of
31. Volunteers are needed for dislriRobert and Maurine Rothschild
bution of flyers and posters. People
through Jan 8. 725-3275.
are also needed for perfomance site
staffing on the night of the festivities. out.f town
For more information, call 772-9012. Silk wall hangings by Margery
Ware Kirsch are on exhibit through
December at the Maine Audubon
Society, Gisland Farm, 118 U.S.
Route One, Falmouth. Hours: ManSat 9 amoS pm. 781-2330.
Miniatures Paintings, sculptures
drawings and prints through Dec 23
at The Center for the Arts, 804 Washington, Bath. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-4
pm, Sat 12 noon-4 pm.
A New Deal for American Art
Ten framed poster panels featuring
works of art comm issioned 50 years
ago by the Works ProjectAdministration (WPA), through Feb 3 at the
A~orney General's Gallery Space,
Sixth. Floor, State Office Building.
Exhlbrt provided by the Maine Humanities Council, sponsored by the
opening.
Maine Arts Commission, 289-2724.
Maine Vanes An exhibition of 25
weather vanes from the collection of
Ida and Kenneth Manko of Wells. The
vanes were largely made in New
England during the late 19th century
and feature unique representations
of horses, cows, carriages and Indians. Exhibit opens Dec 36 and continues through Apr 2 at the Portland
Museum of Art.

•
Boogaloo
Swamis
Cajun Zydeco

A

CHRISTMAS
SAFARI!

•

The Skatalites!
Reggae's #1
Party Band

ar+undtown

DUKE
ROBILLARD
Blues Guitarist
Extraordinaire

,

.

with Sleepy La Beef
and special guests

112 OFF ADMISSION
to any Safari Night with
a purchase from the
following record stores:
Amadeus, Bad Habits,
Enterprise, Recordland

45 Danforth Street, Portland

. .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. . .. .

PORTLAND ~TAGE
fP~E~~M1~

f10
tC
conn ~::::,g·:i

Head, Elan, Raichle,
Atomic,
Solomon,
Mar k e r, Tyrolia,Obermeyer, S.O.S.,
CB, Killy, Fera,Kailin, Mazer, Vuarnet,
Bolle, Reflex, Scott, and more!

~~~
GIFT CERTIFIcATES
FO~
·MIN/·sv8SCK/PrtON To
fOil!? fL.ArS

=

l;f-7U!,c/f

• neICETs TO ANY /I1AINsrA6E
PF/OOIICT/4N .$ 7- I q ~AcH

-

r

CALL TOOAY ~

771-Mb!)

PORTLAND

**srAGE**

2S"A
..

FO~ESr AV£(Of~COAl~ESS) :

. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

.

now
sail

bike

315 Marginal Way, Portland
fort Andros Mall, Brunswiclc
Lost Valle Slci Area, Auburn

..

TilES-SAT NooN-6:00 P.M.

COMPANY
-

thC

r---There was a time---.-.--.- - - - - -

New Paintings by Connie Hayes
will be displayed through Jan 29 at
Cafe Always, 47 Middle, Portland.
Hours: Tue-Sun 5-10 pm. 774-9399.
Maine Potter's Market, 376 Fore
Portland. Special Christmas group
exhibit by gallery artists through Dec
30. Hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-9 pm, Sun
10 am- 6 pm. 774-1633.

WESTBROOK

Have a safe and happy holiday
DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE!

Portland Mu. .um of Art Seven
Congress Square, Portland. Hours:
Tue-Sat, 10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on
Thursday evenings, 5-9. Current exhibits: Judith Rothchild: From Collage into Relief (Oct 28-Dec31). The
Land of Norumbega (Nov 15.Jan 22).
Maine Vanes An exhibition of 25
weather vanes from the collection of
Ida and KennethMankoofWelis (Dec
30-Apr 2).775-6148.
Danforth Street Gallery, 34 Danforth, Portland. Contemporary, figurative paintings and drawings by
Salazar through Dec 23. Hours: TueSat 10:30 am-5 pm, Thu until 8 pm .
775-6245.
Steven Merrill An exhibit of realistic
watercolors of Maine scenes and still
lifes through Dec 28 at the Artisans,
334 Forest Ave. Portland. Hours: MonFri 9 am-6 pm , Sat 9 am-3 pm. 7725522.
The Art Gallery at Six Deering.
Portland. Paintinlls by Charles Burdick. The gallery IS open byappointment through the end of Dec. 7729605.
Portland Show Works by gallery
artists to celebrate the 25th anniversary of Portland Landmarks at Barridoff Galleries, 26 Free, Portland.
Exhibit continues through Dec 31 .
Also at the gallery, 19th and early
20th century American art. Hours:
Mon-Fri 1- amoS pm, Sat 12-4 pm.
772-5011.
Nell Welliver, John Stockwell.
Peyton Higgison, Harvey Peterson,
Thomas McKnight, antique prints and
more at Greenhut Galleries, 146
Middle, Portland. Exhibit continues
through Jan 5. Hours: Mon-Sat 10:30
am-S:30rm.772-2693.
Gallery ZT, 127 Middle, Portland.
Works by John Huttberg, new watercolors by Graydon Mayer, introducing new sculplures and paintings by
Gary Haven Smith, John Swan, new
oils by Michael Waterman and Neil
Welliver. Also, works by Diana Arcadipone, John Dehlinger, Lynn
Drexler, Alex Gridzeijko, Eric Green,
Richard Hutchkins, C. Michael Lewis, Charles E. Martin, Nick Snow
and Gina Werfel. Exhibit continues
through Jan. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-6
pm, Sat 10 amoS pm. 773-3317.
Nancy Margolis Callery, 367 Fore
Street, Portland. Jewelry by Lydia
Weber and Woven Forms by Rise
Petersons through Jan 1. Also 'New
Art Forms,' installation at Bernstein,
Shur, Sawyer and Nelson (open to
the public by appointment only). 7753822.

Maine Arts Commission's Art.
1st in Residence Program deadline is Feb I, 1989. The Artist in
Residence Program provides partial
funding for proQrams including artists
who work a minimum of 10 days in
non-prom institutions in Maine. In most
cases, funding will be for up to one
ha~ of the artist's fee, plus travel and
materials. Because there are new
guidelines and application forms this
year, applicants are required to discuss their applications with Arts
Commission staff members before
• thedeadline. Forinformation,caIl2892724.
Genius Artist Loses her Lease
Studio show and sale at 616 Congress (third floor), Portland. For appointment, call Sherry Miller at 7610611.

•
BODY
& L

Women survivors of In.... A
free seH-help support \lroup for adult
women survivors of Incest is now
meeting in Portland. There are many
ad,-:antages to joining a supportQroup
for Incest survivors and here's Just a
few: to help make experiences a reality
by keeping them up-front and notburied; to allow for learning what incest
survivors didn't learn as children, to
trust, to be assertive an to build se~
esteem; to be able to have a safe
place to meet where isolation and
loneliness can be fought. This confidential, on-going supportgroup meets
on a regular basis. For more information, please call 657-3907.
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when things Just dIdn't seem as frantic.

TMT#! weT~ weeks fo make Christmas gifts. to shop and wrap and ship.
. Your life got busier. buJ Ihue's slil/ roemfor al/lhe wonderous
magic and charms of the season.
Becawse, ~t Portmanteau we',e mtlking worulLrfullhingsfrom
!"'"pI'tOUS tapestries and leather and crisp colton canvas.
wrap, we·1/ ship. we'l/ eve" pick up lhe lab for parking.
So you·1I have lhe li= 10 bake cookies for afriend, read
a story to a child and share a quiell7lOmEnl by lhe [VI! with
someone special.
WishinG you allihe joys

by

Ann
Sitomer

of 1M season, Nancy

PORTMANTEAU ______~
36 Wharf St.. Portland, ME
M-W 9:3Q..6. Th-F 9:3Q..6, Sat 9:3Q..6, Sun t2-4

FROM MACHO MAN TO COOL MAN

Arnold Sch-w-arzenegger
Arnold Schwarzenegger
commented in "Pumping Iron"
that lifting weights is like
coming to orgasm. The comment grabbed my attention and
I sat through as much of the
movie as I could bear (thick
necks with bulging veins repulse me), trying to gauge just
how much time and energy
Schwarzenegger devoted to
pumping iron. It occurred to
me then that Arnold might be a
great lover, but! never expected
that he'd become Hollywood's
driest comedian.
And Schwarzenegger has
come (to comic maturity, that
is) in his latest movie "Twins."
Before "Twins" the only Schwarzenegger movie I had seen
was "Pumping Iron," because
Schwarzenegger movies always seemed to be of the
Il"\uscle-man-takes-on-theworld sort with lots of blood
and guts and a "let's get them
before they get us" mentality.
Why spend $5 for that? I can
get all that death and destruction plus my horoscope in the
morning paper for 35¢.
"Twins," on the other hand,
got me with the trailer. What
made me laugh every time I
saw the coming attraction was
just seeing Danny DeVito and
Arnold Schwarzenegger at the
same time.
What got me to the theater to
see "Twins" was Danny
DeVito. I have loved everything
I have ever seen him in. DeVito
is the perfect sleaze ball,
whether he plays a man who
plots to kill his wife ("Ruthless
People"), or his mother
("Throw Mamma From the
Train"), a crooked salesman
("Tin Men") or an annoying
dispatcher ("Taxi"). DeVito
never plays the sensitive, considerate, new-age man of the
eighties. That is why I like him.
Of coarse, I never expected
to find Schwarzenegger in that
role either. But in "Twins"
Schwarzenegger plays JuliusMr. Perfect - well-built font of
compassion and wisdom who
has been raised on a South
Pacific island somewhere in the
vicinity of Fiji.
"Twins" begins with Julius
leaving his island home when
he discovers that he is the product of a genetic experiment and
that he has a twin brother
somewhere outside paradise.
Julius arrives in L.A. - a 230
lb. virgin - with childlike innocence, fearlessness and curiosity. But this is not a coming-toage movie, thank badness;
DeVito plays a morally reprehensible lying car thief, in a
jam, owing a loan shark more
money than he can raise. Julius, with his love of logic and
disdain of violence, couldn't
have come at a better time to

claim fraternity. And although
Julius doesn't like violence, the
thugs after his brother do, and
Julius wastes no time breaking
their ribs. I'd expect that from
Schwarzenegger.
Once DeVito is persuaded
that Julius is indeed his twin
brother and learns that he is
only an experimental side effect, the two set off in search of
their mother. (The twins had
six fathers, and the plot line
doesn't extend to these).
So that's the plot. The movie
needs little else. It is difficult to
tire of the concept of Schwarzenegger and DeVito as
twins. Reitman uses this preposterous premise as much as
possible and does so successfully.
The comedy is well choreographed. DeVito and Schwarzenegger gesticulate in
unison. When they dress alike,
theresemblance in astounding.
Schwarzenegger's character is
everything DeVito's is not kind, respectful of women, intelligent and strong. Like real
twins, Schwarzenegger and
DeVito are, at the same time,so
different in character yet so
much alike in attitude and
habit.
The movie works with Schwarzenegger and DeVito.
DeVito plays the sleaze ball he
plays in many movies, but he's
not the nastiest guy this guy
because Schwarzenegger's
reputation overpowers him.
Yet Schwarzenegger plays a
part so unlike anything he's
played before that there is
enough comic tension to last a
good. hour and a half, although
the television series, or a sequel, would get old fast.
Director Ivan Reitman
throws in some nice touches.
Julius passes by a posted bill
advertising one of Slyvester
Stallone's movies and he shakes
his head with an attitude of
disbelief as he compares his
own biceps and triceps with
Stallone's.
And Schwarzenegger does
get to deliver his famous line,
although he's playing the pacifist. The only thing that gets
Schwarzenegger mad in
"Twins" is an insult to his
mother and when he discovers
that the scientist in charge of
the genetic experiment lied to
everyone involved, including
the angelic mother figure, Julius grabs him by the collar,
throws him to the couch and
delivers with perfectly terminated Schwarzenegger coolness, "If you're lying to me ...
.
I'll be back."

"Terminator,"
"Commando," "Conan the Barbarian," and "Conan the Destroyer" are the death and destruction movies which made
Arnold Schwarzenegger a
household word. "Tenninator"
is the epitome of death and
destruction movies and the one
I'd recommend for fans of the
new Schwarzenegger.
Schwarzenegger makes a
divine entrance, arriving from
the future with lightening bolts
and lands in the present naked
and in a pose of the Grecian
ideal of masculinity. But Schwarzenegger doesn't play the
ideal of masculinity; he plays a
machine, destroying everything which crosses his path
from here to eternity. Schwarzeneggerplays the machine
man without a hint of human
sentiment. He's as mean,
vengeful, cold and cruel as a
machine should be. His lack of
human qualities is not perfect
casting; Schwarzenegger plays
the part to perfection.
"Running Man," on theother
hand, is a parody of death and
destruction movies and the
movie that was the turning
point in Schwarzenegger's career. Schwarzenegger is a parody of all his previous roles as
the Butcher of Bakersfield, Ben
Richards, a man arrested for
refusing to fire in helpless
people in some dreadful time
in another dismal view of a
totalitarian future. Richard
Dawson is wonderful as Damon Killian, a ruthless game
show host in this time when
criminals are tried by the Entertainment Division of the
Justice Department, and when
and if the criminal wins he is
offered prizes such as trial by
jury, a suspended sentence or
even a full pardon.
The bad guys are the administers of law and order and include a hockey player from hell
Professor Subzero, a mad lumberjack Buzzsaw and the crazed
pyromaniac Fireball. As Schwarzenegger knocks off the bad
guys one by one he delivers
one liners that would never be
delivered by a barbarian or a
machine. His lines are delivered with wit and intelligence.
When Buzzsaw gets a taste of
his own medicine between the
legs (which should be gruesome enough for the most ardent fans of death and destruction) Schwarzeneggerremarks,
"He had to split."
My favorite line of
Schwarzenegger's has to be his
answer to the heroine's remark
tha t she's going to throw up all
over him: "Go ahead. It won't
There are those fans who show on this shirt."
preferSchwarzeneggerplaying
Now that's cool.
the agent of destruction and
vengeance to the intelligent and Ann Sitomer only recently discovcomic player he has become. . ered that Hans and Franz are a parody
of Arnold Schwarzenegger.
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THE

PLAINS
GALLERY
28 Exchange Street, Portland Maine 04101 • (207) 774·7500

We Have Great Stocking Stutters!
• Educational & Entertainment Videos
• •Hello Kitty" Products
• Much more to choose from

all
RPPLE BEE (0.
CREATIVE LEARNING SUPPLIES
Maine' s Educational Dealer
for Teacher & Parent Supplies

Hours: MON-SAT 10-6
THURS & FRI EVE til 8
SUN 1 to 5

OPEN TILL
1 AMFRI & SAT
Mon-Thur
6:30 am-I 1:30 pm
Fri-Sat 6:3()'1:00 am
Sun 10:00 am-7:00 pm

Cheapest
Beer & Wine
in the Old Port

CASCO

VARII(!'Y

IN THE TIIOMAS BLOCK
ON THE
WATERFRONT

-
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WOOLWICH MAN

DISCOVERS mlc.

It was the water heater in his basement. Our comprehensive $15 Energy Survey found

this costly problem, and recommended other money-saving options to help
cut energy bills. If you're interested in saving energy in your home, call
1-800-8-SAY-YES. It can lead to important discoveries.
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CENTRAL
MAINE POWER
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Copying old and faded
photographs
Remember that old photograph you found?
Remember how it made you feel? Share it, at. ..

+

more

BODY
& L

New England Eating Disorders T_n Ski at Shawnee Peak at PleasProgram meets Dec27, 7:30 pm at
ant Mountain for all Gorham students

Westbrook Community Hospital, 40
in grades 7-10 on Dec 28. Buses will
Park Rd., Westbrook. This month's
leave Shaw Jr. High School at t 0:30
topic is "Making and Keeping Realisam and return at 10:30 pmto allow for
tic New Year's Resolutions forWeight
a full day of skiing. Pre-registration is
Control." Free and opentothe public.
required and the fee of $22 includes
For more information, call 761-0128.
lift ticket and transportation. For more
LHeline is offering three sEecialized
information, call 839-8t 44.
programs in mid.January. ove Your Fr_ Shuttle to Sunday River
Back is designed to assist people
provided by Joe Jones Ski & Sports
with Iowbackproblems. The six-week
Shops weekdays, except during
session begins Tue, Jan 10, 5:00school vacation and Martin Luther
6:15 pm. Weight Wise provides small
King Day, from Joe Jones on Westgroup sessions lead by a registered
ern Avenue, S. Portland, 8 am. Shuttle
dietician and meets Wednesdays for
returns at 6:30pm. For more informanine weeks starting Jan II, 5:30tion, call 761-1961 .
6:45 pm. Smoke Free provides par- Introductory Telemark Ski Lesticipants with the group support and
desi\lned forthe alpine or crossskills necessary to eliminate or recountry skier wishing to learn the art
duce smoking habits. Six week sesof Telemark and 3-pin downhill skiing.
sion begins Jan 17, 6:30-8 pm. For
Students should have some previoUS
registration information, call 780ski experience and be comtortable
4170.
skiing down beginner and intermediBabysitting Certificate Pro·
ate terrain. Lessons are 1112 hours in
gram Gorham Community Services
length. Cost is $15. Suggested age is
and the American Red Cross are
12 years and above. Class size is limoffering a course for Gorham teen
ited. For details and registration, call
and pre-teens designed to learn the
864-4761 X 7800. Classes are ofskills and responsibilities of babysitfered on Tuesday evenings, 7:30-9
ting. Participants will learn how to
pm at Lost Valley Ski Area in Auburn
identify the characteristics of child
beginning Jan 3 and continuing
development, select safe toys and
through Feb 28.
games, supervise children, diaper and
dress babies, and feed infants and
children. Participants must be at least
11 years of age. The cost of the
program is $8. For more information,
call 839-8144.
The Family Crisis Shelter is looking for volunteers . Training will be
provided, begining Jan 9, Monday
and Wednesday nights for four weeks.
For more information, call Cathy at
874-1197.

son.

FlexCare "Chemical Free"
Christmas Party for all clients who
have completed the FlexCare program, as well as interested parties.
The party is on Dec 23,5-7:30 pm at
Westbrook Community Hospital, 40
Park Road, Westbrook. To register,
call 854-8464.
Menopause Support Group starting in Portland. Call 774-8889 for
more information.

New Support Group "Changes"

The Photo Finish

Maine's only exclusive custom black and white processing lab
SPECIALIZING IN:

Photo restorations
Black and white processing and printing
Copying old and faded photographs
B&W prints from color slides
10 Exchange Street, Rm.207 • Portland, Maine 04101 • (207) 761-5861
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The Portland YWCA, 87 Spring

St., is offering a Holly-Daze Vacation
on substance abuse and its many
Day Camp for kids ages 51/2-11 Dec
problems for all of those involved. Ev27-30, 7:30am-5:30 pm. Activities inery Saturdar. at Westbrook Commuclude swimming, arts & crafts, gym
nity Hospita, 8-9 pm. For more inforplay, local field trips and a special
mation, call 797-4655.
roller skating party. Pre-registration
Meditation for Women every Monis required. Contact Karen Emmons
day at the Quaker Meeting House,
at 874-1130. Program fee is $51,
Forest Ave, Portland. Guided mediwhich includes roller skating fee.
tation and ritual. For more information, Chrl.tma. Vacation Camp Dec
contact the Feminist Spiritual Com27-30, 9 am-3 pm at Freeport High
munity at 773-2294.
School, HolbrookSt., Freeport. SponThe AIDS Project, 48 Deering, Port- sored by Freeport Community Eduland, lists many support groups
cation for children in grades K-6. Fee
around Portland for PWAs and the
is $45 for 4 days, or $15 per day. Call
lovers, caregivers and friends of
FCE at 865-6171 for registration form
PWAs. For more information. call 774or information.
6877.
PSO'. Young Artl.t Competl.
tlon Applications are now invited for
the second Young Artist Competition. Competition will take place on
May 3. Rules and applications are
available from the Young Artist
Competition Chairman, Portland
Symphony Orchestra, 30 Myrtle St.,
Portland, 04101. 773-6128. Thedeadline is Feb 17.
Stories for Kid. Portland Public library (773-4761): Mon and Wed,
10:30 am (3-5 year olds) and Fri
(excellt Dec 23), 10:30 am (2 year
olds); Riverton aranch Library (79729(5): Fri, 10:30 am; Scarborough
Public Library (883-4723): Wed, 10:30
am & 1 pm (3-5 year olds) and Tue,
6:30 pm (5-6 year olds); Prince
Memorial Library, Cumberland (8293180):Wed, 10:30 am (2-3 yearolds);
Casco Bay Bicycle Club Ride ev- Thu, 10:30 am (3-5 year olds).
ery Thursday at 6 pm. 10-20 miles. Flick. for kids althe Portland Public
Meet at Pat's Pizza on Route 1 in
Library in Monument Sq. Forchildren
Scarborough. After ride join the group of all ages every Saturday (except
for a pizza. For more information, call
Dec 24) at 10:30 am and Tuesday at
799-1085.
1:30 pm. Free. For more information,
Maine Audubon Society is look- call 773-4761.
ing for ~olunteers to be guides for Finger Fun for Babies Wed at
their interpretive walks at the Society's
9:30 am althe Portland Public Library
Falmouth location. Trainingprograms
(773-4761 ).
on natural history, group techniques
and basic environmental education
concElpts will be held in early January. The walks are held from midJanuary through the end of March.
For more information, call the Center
for Voluntary Action at 874·1015.

••
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"LIFE IN THE GUTTER"

Bo-w-ling on Christfllas
Holiday traditions in most
families have no real beginning
and no end; they just innocuously start up somewhere and
seemingly go on forever. There
is such a tradition in my family
and it revolves around a sport,
thereby meriting coverage in
this column. For years I thought
my first book would be entitled
"Holiday Bowling ... Life in the
Gutter."
I have seven brothers and
sisters who, from the moment
they could walk, were ordered
to bowl. My father went to great
pains to ensure that every
Quinn child of his followed
through on every bow ling shot.
"If you follow through in
bow ling, the rest of life will
take care of itself' was one of
his fa vorite quotes. The ten-pin
bow ling seminars al ways transpired around holiday time,
particularly Christmas.
I have done considerable
biblical research only to learn
there were no active alleys
anywhere within a lOO-mile
radius of Bethlehem on the day
Christ was born.
Some scholars claim the
game had not been invented,
period .
In any event, it was a monumental deal for our family; in
many ways it was the real
meaning of Christmas. My father paid for all the games and
expected follow-throughs
along with improving scores.
Every year, if we were lucky,
a new superstar was born. My
three wise brothers nearly
dropped their beer and frankincense when our youngest
sister Jeannie rolled a miraculous 236 in 1972, closing with
eight strikes. My father gave
heavily during the subsequent
Sunday collection, giving
praise for finally having his

prayers answered . The following Christmas, Jeannie was
conscious and back on earth,
rolling her usual 83 with no
marks.
To complicate matters, my
father hasa brother Austin who
has seven children of his own.
Every Christmas since JFK was
sworn in as President, it's been
Bowling for Cousins. Winning
was the only thing. The young
kids would laugh and say,
"Hey, it's only a game." The
older and wiser ones would
follow with "Yeah, so is the
Super Bow!." The losing cousins would have to hang their
humbled heads, pretend someone had died, and utter, "if only
we had followed through."
Perhaps the most spectacular moments of our Christmas
bowling show occurred when
fifteen Quinn cousins all ordered rental shoes at the same
time. It was tantamount to the
confusion created by a bunch
of young altar boys trying to
say their first Midnight Mass in
Latin. After a plethora of embarrassing mistakes, we all got
our best foot forward, usually
in the right size shoe.
Just how intense was this
Christmas bowling marathon?
Consider this revealing fact: my
sister Patty, a registered nurse
with a good job, moved from
Rochester, New York to San
Diego, California for the sole
reason of getting away from
the pressure. She loved Dad,
she just preferred to "following through" 3,000 miles away
on the other coast, safe from his
relen t1ess coaching techniques.
Of course the ongoing controversy between my bothers
and me was spot versus pin
bowling ... which was better?
"Spot" meant the little brown
marks on the floor and watch-

ing these during the short was
my secret. My brothers always
looked up directly at the pins
while bowling. Our father, who
had the answer to every bowling question, settled matters
with his diplomatic and Sominex-like reply, "Both methods
can work well - just be sure
whichever one you choose that
you follow through."
My mother never bowled, J
believe because she loved my
father and wanted to keep it
that way. She often attended
these White-Pin Christmases
but never said much. Looking
the other way as if these kids
weren't hers was real talent;
one at which she excelled.
When I earned my Eagle
Scout award at age 15, my father bought me a bowling ball
as a congratulations gift. No, it
didn'tsay "follow through" on
it. My name was engraved on a
shiny dark blue bal!. I still use
that ball today, often on Christmas day, for old time sake.
A lot of us kids had the audacity to grow up and start our
own families . I'm still waiting
for one of Dad1s grandkids to
become a professional bowler.
If this grandchild gets on national television and gives his
grandfather credit for teaching
him the follow-through
method, I swear it will add 25
years to my father's life. And
when ten pins fall and his protege grandson or granddaughter wins the championship trophy (sometime around Christmas day, of course), my aging
father will confuse the scene
with that old Jimmy Stewart
movie and stutter, "It's a wonderful strike." Happy bowling
this holiday season!
Mike Quinn earnestly requests that

the PossIlHTIlies are Encliess.
With 34 styles and the ability to condense, expand,
or slant (left or right), your typesetting can
toke on a who e new meaning.
That's why PrintMedia is your source for
endless possibilities in typesetting!
And Camera Services
Line shots, reverse line shots and halftones (133, 100, 85
ar 65 line) are immediately availoble to you at
PrintMedia. 40 Elm Street, Portland, ME 04101.
Telephone 773-(JJ62, FAX 773-0219.

PRlNTMEDIA

ThePlace~·
425 Forest Avenue, Portland
Near Interstate 295

774-2091
HOLIDAY
PARTY TIME!
Home or Office

• PARTY PLATTERS
• 5 FT. SANDWICHES

no one send a copy of this article home
to his father.

• WE DELIVER
·ORDER EARLY
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LUMBER
SHOP
New shipment of unfinished furniture has arrived _

WHERE WERE WE?

-

SORfI:'i. CUIP, BUr HD
PU\ff IS U~ uooP

---

, (.Au.
OLP ALBEATAS.
'lH-540S TO AN!>
ABOIIf MaIllS.

GAA2f1) Fj(OM AunrA5
Ongoing

498 Congress Street, portlanb
~=r-_772-3932
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~
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Come in and check out our holiday spectals
Diamonds· Gold • Silver· Watches
Rings· Stereos· TVs • Musical Instruments
Tools· Antiques • Guns· VCRs
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU
498 Congress Street, Portland • 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
155 Front Street, Bath· 185 Water Street, Augusta

"We buy anything worth buying"

B .llY • SEL ·L .- TR 'A DE
Morgan~s
saloon

?((~5~

We startAfrom scratch!
--------------------,

iSAVE GREEKi
i $1.00 SALA~ i
$3•50:~:~nJ
: Assorted Crisp vegetables: le<lflettuce, iceburg
I
I lettuce, raddishes, onions, tomatoe~ cucumbers,
I
L greek olives, green peppers~ushrooms and [eta cheese, ______

~~.::===============-=~~
Have a Video,
Video ChristlDas
DEC. 24 Christmas Eve - 10-5
DEC. 25 Christmas Day - Closed
DEC. 26 Monday - 11-9
Movies and VCR rentals taken out on
the 23rd or 24th may be kept out until the 26th.

PORTLAND'S LARGEST SELECTION

F,,,~VIDEOPORTVLOW
Membership

Lower Lob~Jy
151 Middle St,
Portland. Maine

•
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Rates
Open 7 days

773-1999

"

797-90B1

Stages
•••

5:00 pm
Paul Zaloom Topical humorist, political satirist, performance artist and
puppeteer performs a one-man show
at the First Parish Church.
Main. Wom.n Writ.... Project
Writers Dianne Benedict, Alice Broom
and Margaret Dickson will be at hand
at Baxter Auditorium, Portland School
of Art.

5:30 pm
Shockamo A Cappella Quartet performs doo-wop, gospel and jazz at
the Chestnut Street Church.
Elliott Sharp, Guitarist and saxo·
phonist whose music draws on world
ethnic musics, rock and pop, as well
as innovative compositional techniques and instrument tunings, performs at the Portland Museum of Art.

6:00 pm
Karla Bonoff California song stylist
combines country-flavored melodies
with a sharp urban intelligence to
produce some of the most memorable songs in contemporary popular
music. Bonoff's songs have been
recorded by Linda Rondstadt and
Bonnie Raitt. She performs at City
Hall Auditorium.
Uncle Bonzal New wave folk trio
perform original songs, such as "Boys
Want Sex in the Morning" and "Cheerleaders on Drugs" at the First Parish
Church.
3 Mustaphas 3 Balkanized rock
that sounds a bit like reggae, salsa,
rap, go-go and funk at Portland High
School Auditorium.

8:00 pm

6:30 pm

Traditional Folk Arts Exhibition .James Williams Jazz Pianist at the
all day at One City Center. Works by
Chestnut Street Church.
Maine folk artists including paintings Downeast Storytellers Conven.
tlon with Don Cyr, Carleton Miller
by Slim Clark, wood carvings by A~red
Parent, quiks by Florence Nichols
and Jeep Wilcox at the YWCA.
and Vergie Betts, and rugs by Barbara Merry.
7:00 pm
New England Animation Festi- Abrams & Ande... on at the First
val A compilation of the best short
Parish Church. See 3:00 pm.
features by New England animators. Les Miserables Brass Band Jazz,
Films to be shown include ·Point" and
punk, new and traditional brass music
"Pixel" by David Ehrlich, and "Nine
from around the world at Portland
Lives" by Karen Aqua. Films will be
High School Auditorium.
shown with each program· at the Old Time Dance with the Wright
Portland Museum of Art.
Brothers Orchestra from Jay at One
City Center.
2:00 pm
Kimberly Flynn at the Portland MuChildren's Festival, 2:00-6:30 pm:
seum of Art. See 2:30 pm.
Hatmaking Workshop; Ongoing Per- The Block Ens.mble perform
formances featuring Singer Kevin
chamber music at Baxter Auditorium,
Roth, Magician Woody Woodward,
Portland School of Art.
The Chicken Chokers, Dancer Ira
Bernstein and a Punch & Judy show
7:30 pm
with Nance Parker at One City Cen.Johnny
Copeland
"The Texas
ter.
Twister" and his blues band playa
2:30 pm
classic Texas blues. Copeland is the
Starbird Puppet Theatre presmaster of the red-hot post T-Bone
ents "The Legend of the Frog MagiWalker school of guitar playing. He
cian," a Tibetan tale, at the Chestnut
performs at Portland City Hall AuditoStreet Church.
rium.
Kimberly Flynn New York avant- Sister Sadie & the Biblettes
garde comedienne performs oneGospel musicfrom NYC at the Chestwoman shows and monologues at
nut Street Church.
the Portland Museum of Art.
Rock and Roll Dance with Trooper,
a local high school band selected by
their classmates in the recent "Ballot
3:00 pm
of the Bands" contest and Holy Bones,
Abrams & Anderson Maine imPortland's dance band trading sets
provisational comedy team at the First
until midnight at the Portland Boys &
Parish Church.
Girls Club.
Master Fiddlers of the North4:00 pm
east Music from Canada and Maine
The Chicken Chok.rs Wild Southwith John Campbell and Tim Farrell
ern Appalachian string band music
at the YWCA.
on fiddle, harmonica, banjo, guitar
and bass at the First Parish Church.
Starbird Pupp.t Th.atre at the
Chestnut Street Church. See 2:30
pm.
.J.ff McMahon is adancer, achoreographer, a filmmaker and performCity Hall Auditorium
ance artist, who combines spoken
398 Congress Street
text and movement. He performs at
the Portland Museum of Art.
First Parish Church
425 Congress Street

•••
Chestnut Street Church
17 Chestnut Street
(behind City Hall)

•••
Portland High School
Auditorium
284 Cumberland Avenue

• ••
One City Center
Temple & Federal Streets

•••
Portland
Boys & Girls Club
477 Cumberland Avenue

•••
Portland
Museum of Art
7 Congress Square

• ••
YWCA

87 Spring Street

• ••
Baxter Auditorium
Portland School of Art
619 Congress Street

The Chicken Chokers at the First
Parish Church. See 4:00 pm.
Sonny Okosuns Ozzidi Band A
Nigerian pop orchestra draws on
popular and traditional African music
and dance, helping to fashion an
urban contemporary African music.
"Ozzidi" translates '1here is a message" and you can hear their message at Portland High School Auditorium .
Maine Women Writer. Project
at Baxter Auditorium, Portland School
of Art. See 5:00 pm.

You need it yesterday. We'll have it for you tomorrow.
That fast. Any size sign. Lettering up to 13"Wour
choice of color and typestyle. Computer cut.vinyl
lettering. Whatever your signage needs. Tomorrow.
That fast.
'" .

The Real Puzzle #30
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

~

243 Falmouth Road
Falmouth, Maine 04105

COMPAN' y
"

e 1988 United Feature Syndicate.

$500 OFF PURCHASE OF $5()Xl OR MORE

SOLUTION TO REAL PUZZLE #28
i) split ends
2) ruptured (or burst) appendix

8:30 pm
Shockamo A Cappella quartet at the
Chestnut Street Church. See 5:30
pm.
Yodeller's .Jamboree with Slim
Clark, Betty Cody, Gene & Flo Hooper
at One City Center.
.leff McMahon Performance artist
at the Portland Museum of Art. See
4:00 pm .
Hands & Feet Stepdancer Paulette
Bissonette and tapdancer Ira Bernstein perform to music by Don Cyr on
spoons, Phil McBrian on washboard
and Jeff McKeen on bones at the
YWCA.

3) fat chance
4) crushed velvet
5) mixed blessings
6) divided loyalties
7) detached retina
8) tom cartilage
9) broken promises.
10) half.baked
11) dislocated (or separated) shoulder
12) inflated ego

•
II

SUITSMI
IN

This was the '7Isicst Real.Puzzle ever. Even I got most
of the answers Without lookmg at the solutions. We chose
our two winners from the pool of entries sent in by
people who do not have the advantage of seeing the
solution. First prize goes to the futureattomeysof America
and Joyce Shcchy of Portland. Second prize goes to Lynn
Maytas, also of Portland.

9:00 pm
Karla Bonoff at Portland City Hall
Auditorium. See 6:00 pm.
Paul Zaloom at the First Parish
Church. See 5:00 pm.
3 Mustaphas 3 at Portland High
School Auditorium. See 6:00 pm.

s

senburg 4'

on Longfellow Cruise Lines (second prize). Winners will be selected from among the correct entries
b~ a random drawing. Contestants are ineligible to
Win more than one prize in a four-week span and
only one entry is allowed per contestant.
'
All entries for this week's Real Puzzle must be
received by noon Wednesday, December 28. The
solution to this week's Real Puzzle will appear in
the January 5 issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Send your
best guess to:

LUNaf, ~ HOW TO JUST
AVOID CHIP, \II~ IS

.Wise

All AI "The Shop That's Different"

26 Bridgton Rd. (Rt. 302), Westbrook
Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30-5:30, Sat 9-4, Sun 1-5

If so, there could be a $20 gift certificate for
Alberta's in it for you (first prize). Or tickets for two

fREJ: PA~lN4 IlT

Trading
Co. Inc.

LOW -LOW PRICES!
CHESTS, HUTCHES, ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS DESKS BOOKCASES
& STOOLS. PLUS, CHRlSTMAS CRAFTS & DECORATIONS

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?

our

BUY • SELL • TRADE

check out our selection and as always

This week's puzzle is next to impossible (and
Wolfshof). That's right - it's our annual vacation
creation. And definitely our toughest ever.
Where were we? Well, we've given you the
names of four nearby towns (five, counting
Wolfshof). The approximate coordinates are 48°37'
N, 15°37' E. You tell us.
We'd like the name of the town.

198a United Feature Syndicate.

the
surprisingly new,
fashionable"

WEST PORT

9:30 pm
.lames Williams Jazz pianist at the
Chestnut Street Church.
Downeast Storytellers Convention at the YWCA. See 6:30 pm.
Kevin Roth Dulcimer player and
songster performs at Baxter Auditorium, Portland School of Art.

ernie pook's comeek

by Linda Barry

MY ADDR.ESS: 335'1 S. LANDR'1

10:00 pm

MERCER "J"R. ~IGH Gl~OE: gTIl
: MRS. OE SALVO.

Uncle Bonzal at the First Parish
Church. See 6:00 pm.
Les Miserables Brass Band at
Portland High School Auditorium. See

7:00pm.

SCHODL: ASA

: 3.2

TRY PUTTING THESE ON
BEFORE YOU GO SWIMMING.

Old Time Dance with The Wright
Brothers Orchestra at One City Center.
Elliott Sharp Guitarist and saxo·
phonist at the Portland Museum of
Art. See 5:30 pm.

--_......

....

--,-,.;

10:30 pm
.Johnny Copeland "The Texas
Twister" and his blues band at Port·
land City Hall Auditorium . See 7:30
pm.
Sister Sadie & the Blblettes
Gospel musicfrom NYCatthe Chestnut Street Church.
Master Fiddlers of the North.
east at the YWCA. See 7:30 pm.
The Block Ensemble Chamber
music at Baxter Auditorium, Portland
School of Art.

11:00 pm
Abrams & Anderson Maine improvisational comedy team atthe First
Parish Church.
Sonny Okosuns Ouldl Band at
Portland High School Auditorium. See

8pm.

11:30 pm
Sf\oestrlng Theatre's Gala New
YearslPortland Parade from
Congress Square (Congress and
High streets) to Monument Square.

12 midnight
Fireworks by Blue Hill Pyrotechnics
in Monument Square.
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WHOl.e

Now you know what hapwon't go away. Certain kinds
of plastic last hundreds of years.
pens to a sea bird trapped in a
plastic 6-pack yoke. And it's not
Here's what you can do
just 6-pack yokes. Worldwide: an about the problem: Don't throw
tra~h in the water. Pick up any
estimated one million sea birds
- and 100,000 marine mammals plastic along the shore and dis- die by drowning, strangulation pose of it properly. Consider
buying goods with less packagand starvation every year when
they become entangled in plast.ic ing, If you must buy cans in
trash of all sorts. The debris
6-pack yokes, cut up the
yokes so they do less
fouls boat propellers and /'" _ / ' "
washes up on Maine's
:
'-,; .\ , damage. And spread
:'
"
the word The future
shoreline, spreading ugli- ~
ness and death. Plastic
".J \ ,': of Maine'~ shore is in
trash is a problem that
, ':..~
':;7
your hands
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Caseo Bay Weekly
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Casco Bay Weekly Classifieds are the m.arketplace that
well over 16,000 active readers turn to .f,rst whenever
they're in the marllet for goods or services ... even real
estate, roommates, and relationships. To place y?ur ad,
simply fill out the convenient -do.lt:yourself form
appearing on this page, then mall or deliver It along With
payment to Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark Street,
Portland, Maine 04102. If you have questions, please
call 775-6601.

',g i1 CIiHE1i4 i.I4i1A

TAMARLANE NORTH
DEERING
Come horne to
the warm inviting atmosphere
of a neighborhood style
community in a luxury
townhouse or cape. Plenty
of parking,snow removal and
wid
hookups.(Clubhouse,exerci
se room ,pool & tennis courts
also included.) 2 BR start at
$630 month. located on
Canco Rd. accessible from
Washington Ave. Model #37
open 12·2 Tues. Wed. Thurs,
Sun. 11·1. Call 774·8664

CLASSIFIED POLICY
Classified ads must be paid for in advance. We accept
cash personal checks money orders, VISA and
MASTERCARD. Consult the RATES in the AD FORM
below to determine the cost of your ad. FOUND. ltems
are listed free as a public service. DEADLINE for all
types of classified advertising is Monday a.t 3:00 pm for
the following Thursday's edition. Ads rec~lved after the
deadline will be run starting with the next Issue. CBW
will not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual serviceS
lor money or goods, or ads with purely sexual content.
CBWwili not print full names, street addresses or phone
numbers in the PERSON TO PERSON sectl?n.
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST either proVide
a Post Office Box number in their ~d our use the CBW
BOX SERVICE (rate information In AD FORM). All m·
formation pertaining to PERSON. TO PERSON
advertisers is kept strictly confidential. Casco Bay
Weekly reserves the right to categonze, refuse or edit
ads due to inappropnate content, etc. .CBW shall not be
liable for errors of omissions in, or a failure to msert, any
advertisement for which it may be. res,,?nslble, beyond
actual space occupied by the ad In which error, omls·
sion or failure to insert occurred. Classified ads are not
refundable.

BAYWOOD - YARMOUTH
Relax in one of our attrac·
tively designed townhouses
surrounded by natural
wilderness while we take
care of your maintenance
needs and snow reo
moval.Rents are $625 for 2
bedrooms. The complex is
located on Pleasant st. off
Rt. 88. Private showings
available. Open Sunday 2·4
Call 846·5171
PEAKS ISLAND
Quality, energy efficient.
Available now·June. Call
772-6992

BACK COVE ESTATES
Baxter Blvd - Rest at the end
of a busy day in a lUXUry
townhouse leaving the
maintenance to our staff
while you enjoy living in one
of Portlands premier 10·
cations.2BR start at $635
month. Private showings
available. enter complex
from Ocean Ave. Open
SUN> 12·2. Call 774·8842.

Deeomber 22, 1988

ome services
ASBESTOS REMOVAL
Locally based concern com·
bines safe, prompt service
with the lowest rates in town.
Free estimates in the Port·
land area. Call 767·0873

Finish Carpenter/
Designer
Wall Units. Built·ln
Storage Cabinets.
Closets. DarK Rooms
• Living Spaces
Small Area Specialist
15 Years Experience

YOU NEED IT. A want·ad
in Casco Bay Weekly can
help you find it. 775·6601.

ONE BEDROOM 20
Gilman st. Quiet, ccnvenient
location. Washer·dryer on
premise. $325 plus util. Call
772·1003.

TOPS IN TUNES D.J.
service. Professional enter·
tainment. Oldies, Top 40. All
ages. Any occasion. Spe·
cialize in group involvement
with music and dancing.
Book your event now. Ref·
erences. Gerry 839·2178.

775·6301
Charles Melcher

Have your holiday photos
and art framed, $10 off with
this coupon. Have a safe
and happy holiday

ALL UTIL. INCLUDED
188 Spring St. Funky attic
apt., 3 large rooms and large
bath. Only $360. Call 772· MY MAC PLUS and I can
1003.
handle your typing needs.
HARBOR VIEWS 37 Ty· Professional typing ser·
ing st. Huge 1st floor, large vices, letters, reports, la·
porch, 3 bedrooms. $475 bels, and more. Reasonable
rates and quality service,
plus util. Call 772·1003.
Call 793-4026.

biZ services

GREAT DANCE MUSIC

INTERIOR PAINTING
professional work at reason·
able competitive rates. call
772·7934 for free estimates.

from the 30's to the 80's

Uncia Pervier
Portland
Michael Hugh8$ Portland

General Bookkeeping Services
Payroll Reports • Tax Services
Notary Pubhc • QuartetJ.y Reports
Personal Tax Returns

775-1080

bod & soul

REAL ESTATE INDEX

Hour Mamtlenanc¢
• Swinttning
.•••• ,

•

.•

Clubhouse
.
&; MuchMore!

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
. . $550to $600 Per Month.
.
..:
::~:: ;;~::'
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Please read the CBW CI ••• lfied Poliey bef,?re ccmpleting this form.
Write legibly or type, and use additIOnal paper ij necessary.

I
I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I

I

I

I
I

I

I
I
I
I

I

(All Charges are Per Week) I
Indivi dual
BUSiness
$ 5.00
$ 7.00 I
$ 7.00
$ 9.00
$ 9.00
$ 11.00 I
$ .15
$ .21 I
$ 3.00
$ 5.00 I

FOR DISPLAY CLASSIFIED IBORDERED ADI RATES
CALL CHRIS SIMS AT CBW: 775-6601

I

TOTAL WORDS: _ __

BASIC RATE (from above)
+
EXTRA WORDS AT _ _ ¢ EACH
CBW BOX SERVICE (optional)
SUBTOTAL
NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN
TOTAL ENCLOSED

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

+--+---

x _ __

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I Not for publi..-tlon:
I We need the following information to print your ad. It will be held in strict confidence.

I

I NAME __________________________________
I ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _:-:-_ __

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

ROLEX DATE.lUST Get
yourself a wonderful holiday
gift. I have a really nice
stainless steel and gold
Rolex, fully re·conditioned.
Worll hrs. call 774-3369 after
6,799-7155

~!;::::~::»'~~::w:::'~" ,.::~~::::~::~~~w::::~~:~;:*:~~::::~!:::::~~::::::::::!:::::~::::$~:~~::::~:W~~~:~:~:~W~~~:~~::::::::~W::~~:::::~:::~

If you derive
regular income
from the subJect(s)
of your Classified Ad(s),
please use the business rale .
And thank you for choosln~
Casco Bay Weekly.

PREFERRED CATEGORY: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I-lrniJ(']ktl~

Special: 1988 1040a $15.00

FEELIING STRESSED by
the holidays? I am a
professional
therapist
offering supportive massage
and counseling. In work with
dreams and Astrology too.
Personal astrological reports
available. Call Deborah for
appt. 775·1230.

-----1

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ STATE _ _ _ ZIP _--'__
DAYTIME PHONE NUMBER _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Check _ Money Order
PAYMENT METHOD
Credit Card II _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MasterCard

207/773-2898
207/775-0654

A&W BOOKKEEPING

for rent. apartments
for rent. houses
for rent. office
for rent. retail
for rent vacation
for sale. commercial
for sale. residential

Visa

Exp. Date _ _ __

I

I

I
I
I

Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __

I

COMPLETE THIS FORM & MAIL OR DELIVER TO:

I
I

: CA.SCO BA.'Y" ""EEK:L'Y" I
CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT. 207/775-6601 . I

I 187 CLARK STREET, PORTLAND , MAINE 04102

i';;f·'f;72~~iVt?rs~s~~~it'!~,~!~4·· . . ,
? M1\~1.~~.R~Y G~A<;H~ . EWERP~I~(

roomma es
PROFESSIONAL MALE
seeking 2 roommates,MlF to
share 4BR house in Willard
Beach area of South Port·
land. WID, Dishwasher, Mi·
crowave, $250 + 1/3 utils.
883-0350
CAPE ELIZABETH Two
teachers seek M or F for
three bedroom house. Land
to ski. Fireplace to warm.
$330 P/M includes utilities.
Ph. 799-4551

ROOMMATE NEEDED,
chem free, non-smoking to
share sunny 9 room 3
bedroom West End apt. With
wood stove, sun room,
storage and off street
parking. $217.00 + utilities.
Call 772-4383.
OLD PORT condo/apt.
$325 per month, nonsmoker, male or female.
Parlling availabfe. Must see.
Call 879·1995. Leave meso
sage.

TWO RESPONSIBLE
easy going non yups seek
M!F to share large lovely Victorian home near Deering
H.S. W/ D, off street parking,
cable TV $400P/M includes
afl. Call 775-1658

NEED A place to roost for
three months? Female seeks
same to share M~nioy Hill
house beginning Jan 1 $250
plus 112 util~ies. Call
774-1130

SINGLE PARENT with
child looking for same to
share large chemical free
home,
Peaks Island.
Wonderful environment for
young children. $265 ~o.
plus half utilities. Call Gmny
766-5572

ROOMMATE WANTED
M/F sunny, spacious ,
Woodford's Corner apt. with
washer, outdoor porch, .
$150. mo + utilities. Health
conscious, non·smoker pre·
ferred. Definitely worth
checking out. 871·7028

MALE HAS 2 bedroom
apt., So. Windham area, hea
and all utilities incl. $300 mo.
completely furnished. Call
892·7122

",'{l!lUC.

BEAUTIFUL TWO bdrm.
696 Congress St. Hardwood
floors, great city view. Beat
the crowds. Call 772·1003.

notices
person to person
recreation
ride board
roommates
stuff for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sales

~::;::

Up to 30 words
31-45 words
46-60 words
Each Add'i word
CBW Box Service

ROCK OF AGE'S D.J.'s,
music for all occasions.
Weddings, parties, reunions,
etc. Book early, reasonable
rates, 892·5105.

FLY to N.J. for Chrisbnasl
One·way plane ticket to
Newark, N.J. on 12125188 at
8:53 AM. $75 or best offer.
Call Jeff at 883·2634.

PERFORMING
ARTISTS or groups for
small dinner theater on
weekends. The Thomas Inn,
Rt. 302, S. Casco, 655-3292

CLASSIFIED INDEX

biz services
boats
body & soul
business opportunities
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire
flea markets
gigs
home services
leaming
legal services
lost & found
musical instruments, etc

MUSIC FOR your
Chrisbnas party. Have piano
will travel. Steve 773·6990
Iv msg
,

HEADING SOUTH? Let
Casco Bay Week(y help you
find the perfect winter tenant
for your home. Call 772·
6672 to place your ad.

1(·]' ,g i1 'I iX'I! tlf_
RESPONSIBLE M/F REASONABLE PRICES
sought to share house on Peaks Island. Quality, en·
Peaks Island. Avail . Jan. 1 ergy efficient homes
to May 31. Microwave. $183, available now • June. Call
mo plus 1/3 utilities $183. Mulkerin Associates, 772·
deposit Call 766·4415 or 6992
761·5620. (leave message)

LIFE READINGS
Channeling and traditional
therapy for empowerment for
people in transition. Barbara
Bartley, M.A. Certified Reiki
Practitioner. Center For New
Age Studies, Thompsons
Point Portland. 775·7135
Mondays by appt.

,sf.'.!!!.. . .~
-0=..

MOBILE HOME, 1973,
15'x55', 2 bdrm, appliances,
excellent condition, must
move. $2950. Lv message
775-3357

TAROT CARD Readings,
Karmic Horoscopes, In office
or by mail. For appointment
or more information call Jan
Moody at 1-725·8226

TWO DAY Non-ReSidential
Workshop/Retreat. January
21 and 22. Cape Elizabeth.
Listening carefully to the im·
peratives of our. hearts .
Write: Michael DWinell, t9
Birch Knolls, Cape Eliza·
beth, Me., 04107.

.

GREAT CHRISTMAS
GIFT O'Brien windsurfer,
complete package with wet·
suit good for beginner. Used
only 3 times. $400. for all.
883-8454

EPSON EQUITY I IBM
compatible, 2 internal disc
drives,
256K,
mono
keyboard, Amdek amber
monitor. Brother 15XL letter
quality printer wi tractor
feed. Word Perfect. All little·
used. $1100 or best offer.
Call
Gary
775-6601
evenings.
WHISTLES The Rape Cr~
sis Center has whistles
available for $3. Great for
key chains - also come with
breakaway neck chain. Pro·
ceeds benefit the RCC 24·
hour hotline for victims of
sexual assault. Call 774·
3613 for more information.

1989
1
J
; Calendar
& illuslraled by
Is I. Toki Oshima

<l l1/

Registered Massage Therapist

]0

available 21;

}U,ffic', Doolulore

Is Pleased To Announce His

Portland

2nd Annual
December Special

Urumwu:lc

For Each Massage Purchas~d Dur!~g
December, Receive A FREE Gift Certificate
For Another Massage of Equal Length.

em 10 ment

OVER THE HILL It is that
time of the year again for the
OVER THE HILLGANG
MOTORCYCLE CLUB and
the GRIFFIN CLUB to hold
their annual Sweetser Home
For Children Toy Run. Kids 618. Lets give them a happy
Chrisbnas . All gifts can be
delivered to 545 Congress
St. or The Griffin Club ,
South Portland.
Thank You
Al Martin & Eddie Griffin

1885 SUBURU GL sedan.
Loadedl Was a "lease car"
very cfean - 4 dr • 5 spd •
sunrOOf, power everything,
80 watt stereol New Tires,
58,000 mi. $5,500. or BO.
773-7201

4 GOOD WHEELS, 155,
84 VOLVO DL Wagon AC· 165·13 mounted With good.
tires (from VW Rabbit), $25
PS - 4 spd -00 - $7,000.
call 774-4133 eve. & wknds. each, buy 3, get 4th free.
775-0343.
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With winter almost upon us, our t aug S
I
are turning to trips to the ski slopes,
I candlelight dinners, nights In front of the
I
fireplace - you know· the kinds of things
II that
are more fun when you're not alone.
I
If you've already got your partner for the
season lined up, great. But If you're one
I
I unattached,
of the people out there who are presently
I
we'd like you to try something
I different this week: a CBW Person to Person
I ad. It'll Introduce you to well over 16,000
I
CBW readers, more than a few of which are
nally
meet.
I'm
a
SWM
30,
5'
single,
and
all
of
which
are
well
read
I
I
" 145 Ib
tt
t·
I
6,
s, a rae Ive,
PAY FOR TWO WEEKS" GET YOUR
I
sincere, honest,. caring, cul.- I THIRD WEEK FREE'
I
tured, compaSSionate, CIVil
•
Engineer. I went to the I Please use the ad form on page 22, and
J
University of Vermont and \ enclose this coupon to receive a free week. ,/
new to the area. I've ..... _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
travelled the entire globe,
grew up in Vermont,
experienced life in Boston,
New York City and prefer
here most of all. If you're
also interested in a
and
friendship filled with
laughter, good conversation,
warmth, and possibly roo
mance CBW Box 161.
PRESENT
SWM 31 nonprofessional
office worker, non·smoker,
non·party type, intelligent,
decent looking, healthy ex·
marine looking for answers in
life, seeks non· smoking,
attractive, educated, fit,
occasionally
urbane,
occasional
zany,
perspicacious SWF, 25 to
35, who breaks for rainbows,
to share leisure time
activities. I like movies,
tennis, backgammon, cats,
pizza, some culture, some
frivolities, Ciudad de Los
Angeles.
No leftists,
rightists, druggies, dipsos,
new agers. CBW Box 170.

L MALE 27 Taf l
ORIENTA
good·looking , 140, 5'9", br
eyes, blk hair, lovely, loving,
d
caring. I'm self emp Ioye.
Very gentle and nice
personality. I'd like to meet a
compatible young lady. I'm
willing to accept a divorced f.
with children or single for a
long lasting relationship.
Please write. Send photo
with letter to PO Box 10323,
Portland, ME 04104.

I

Greater Portland's First

SWM 31 Likes movies,
wal ks in different parlls and
life itself. Looking for perma·
nent relationship (possibly)
with right woman. Send photo
for fast reply, but not nec·
essary. PO BOX 15011,
Portland ME 04101

SWF 44 5'6" Enjoys dining
out in quiet place. Seeks
non drinking man. CBW Box
165

HOW TO RESPOND to
advertisers using CBW Box
Service: Write your letter to
the Person·to·Person person
of your choice and seal it up
as you would any other piece
Address it to:
of mail.
Casco Bay Weekly, CBW
#
, 187 Clarll Street,
Portland, Maine 04102. We
will forward your letter, unopened, to the box holder
within 48 hours I

musIc

[:rf_

Balloting ends Dec. 23
The winner will be announced
in the Dec. 29 issue of CBW.
The winner will receive dinner
for two on New Year's Eve
in the Armory at the Old Port Regency,
at either the 6 pm or 8:30 pm sitting.

~--------------------------________________________
N~e

Bu~bw.m~

_________________

Wby1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

MAINELY
FRIENDS

GIVE A GIFT Of music
lessons with a 10 week intro
course. Piano, Guitar, Bass
Guitar, Accordion, Violin,
Drums, and Recorders. Call
Sandy, 772·5636 or Jean
767-3542.

... A very affordable
mateb making service
for people of all life·
styles. We offer low
prices and high quality
service. For more info.
call, or write to P.O.B.
251, Augusta, ME 04330.

Bartender of the Year Award
p.o. Box 15176
Portland, ME 04101

..

___________________________ _
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0 N

J. at the Keyboard, 774·

5308 or 761-2101, X·mas gift
certificates available.

--

Send your entry to:

626-0195

_,For Singles! FrftInforu1&tionKitI

-

Vote for the person
who you think exemplifies
the best qualities
of bartending

GWM 2A straight acting,
looking. Seek same. Not
looking for heavy rela·
tionship Need gay com·
panionship. CBW Box 173

r; 51 tI it; 119 i'i

nity
to leam
or improve.
Call
bassicsl
Excellent
opportu·

-

Menu
Magazine

UNIQUELY attractive SWF
30, seeks romantic, com·
passionate, good looking
guy age 25·35, for winter
frolics, long walks, quiet din·
ners and much more. CBW
Box 159

case. Excellent condition.
810. Shure V()cal Ma~ter
p.a. Good working condition.
BlO. 892·9507.

AEROSTAR

MUSIC"MUSIC-MUSIC
Piano/guitar, are you having
treble? Get down to the

68 FORD FALCON fix it
up or use it lor parts. Needs
one left spring, otherwise
completely driveable.Exc.
200 6·cyl engine, new
starter, new clutch, strong
battery, much more. $250
OBO. also 4 good Wheels for
Rabbit. $25 each. 775-{)343

educated, enjoy a good
laugh now and then, yet
have the depth to explore the
meaningful things in life? Do
.
h
td
you enloy .t.e ou (lor,
camping, hiking, skIIng,
sailing, travel, exploring new
thl·ngs, and II·vl·ng II·fe to its
fullest? Instead of remaining
two ships in the night, lets fi·

5'11" 160 Ibs. Honesty,
sensitivity and passion are
my strong points. What are
? PI
d t
yours
ease respon a
CBW Box 168

DWM 30 EnergetiC, solid
career and head. Holding all
the traditional values. Hoping
for the same type of lady to
explore several life styles.
All answered photos a plus.
CBWBox 172.

(- - -- - - - -- -- - - - - - . . ,

ARE YOU a SWF, between
23·33? Are you sensitive,
~~t~~~itstiC, a rom:~t~cci
communicator, college

DWF
ATTRACTIVE,
honest,
intelligent,
affectionate,
spiritual
person, nature lover. Enjoys
music, dancing, movies,
camping, fishi~g, bowling,
eating out, hockey games,
country drives, beach walks,
card games, flowers, pets,
children. P.O. BOX 671
Westbrook, Me. 04092.

KRAMER

·RICKGILDE~

Member American Massage Therapy Association
and AMTA National Sports Maasage Team

notices

ZX·20 with Kramer hard.~hell

<'""

Please Call 761-3931 For An Appointment
10 Exchange Street Portland

FOUND SOMETHING? A
pet? An obviously lost be·
longing? Eam your good cit·
izenship honors by placing a
classified in CBW. -Foundi(ems are listed FREE as a
public service. Call 772·
6672. Someone out there
will probably thank you!

1-

<&To"

·iI;">· ·-

LOST- Sp.ayed female cat.
Long haired, gray with beige
mar.king, - yellow eyes.
Missing from Emerson St.
since 12117. Reward. Call
774·8864.

EXCEPTIONAL SWM 32
wanting to expand circle of
friends seeks exceptional
female with good instincts. I
am an attractive green eyed,
dark blonde professional.

- 23
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A WEEKLY GUIDE TO THE BEST DEALS IN TOWN
Published bv CAARON PRODUCTIONS. POB 1603 Portland, ME 04104
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Call 761·0780 for information or to place your listing. Next Deadl.i ne· Friday 3pm 12/23
Some items are ON SALE exclUSives, and may reqUire mention of

What's On Sale:
DRAWING: A Way of See.
ing. Classes beginning Jan.
uary 89, 10 weeks: Monday
& Wednesday evenings and
Friday mornings. Call 799.
5728 or write: K. Boldt, 19
Birch Knolls, Cape Elizbeth,
Maine 04107.

Free holiday turkey

with carpet deanlng specials

expo 12fj 1/88

Lakeside C~rpel Cleaning
CAlf Don, 636-) 110 collect

Save $2

e}(p.l/1/89

Regular $6, On Sale S4

(Drive up/drop off windowl

20% anything

exp 12/31 /88

Silks & GrHn4ery Flower Markel
67 Market St., 774·5071

15% Off Crystal Jewelry

until 12/24/86 4 pm

Center For New Age Studie5 Bookitore
Thompson's Point Rd ., 775-7135

50% off anything in the store

unliI12/31(88

Martins Music
772.{)912, 545 Congr@Ss5,

Save $50!

while supplies Iilst

Flowers, plants, silks & more!

Off Stones & Crystals

Solid Cherry Bed Frame
Full Sized, Choice of Models
&,

Save $301

Queen sizes)

&,

Queen sizes)

(1) 8xl0 Enlargement Free

Roommate Location
Mary Kay Cosmetics
30%

Off Develop & Print

Your Holida Pictures

Save $30!
Save $30!

Unique Designs
The Futon Specialists

while supplies last

On sale $159-$169

Convertible Maple A-Frame w/Arms
with Sitting

while supplies last

On sale S 199-5219

Futon Convertible Frame, Solid Maple
(in-stock, Double

Dry Cleaning & laundry etr.
500 Washington Ave. 874-2959

PortlarKI

On Sale $299-$409

Solid Maple Futon Platform Bed
(in-stock, Double

(in-Slack, Double &, Queen sizes)

OUR READERS ARE
active
and involved.
Whether you're a major uni·
versity or a part·time private
instructor with experience to
share, you should be adver·
tising in LEARNING.

Save Now At:

5,m, S104.95.' rm, _ S49.95
1 rm _ $26.95

Dry Clean 2 Piece Suit

Martins Music
GIVE A GIFT Of music
lessons with a 10 week intro
course. Piano, Guitar, Bass
GUitar, Accordion, Violin,
Drums, and Recorders. Call
Sandy, 772·5636 or Jean
767·3542.

Dates:

~====~~~~--------~

20%

as

Savings:

1109 Forest Ave.

878·2647
while supplies last

OnsalE'S159-S169

$20.00
Value

$5.00 off member,h,p

Booked by 12/3 1/68

Grover Pho~raph1'
14 Rosemont St., portrand 71)·7118

exp, 12131/88

Last Minute Bargains 12/22&2310ilm-9pm
Free Gift Wrilp, Personalized Selections
Up to $12 0' more

expo 12/3 1/88

limit'" rolls

(mention this ad)

RoornrNte Locator
757 Congress St., 774·9303

Milry Kay Cosmetics
692-5561 Barbie

Photo Hour
Maine Mall ""-2345

-

The sound of taps means bottled beer is dead.
Gritty McDuff's just opened Portland's first brew
pub. What that means is fresh beer, the freshest
and best you've ever tasted. So head on over to
Gritty's and see what the exclamation's all about.

396 Fore Street, Portland, 772-BREW

